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General Studies Paper - III
Topic: Indian Economy; Economic growth and development; Mobilization of resources,
Employment.
Q) What do you understand by moral hazard? It is said that recapitalisation of banks
adds to the risk of moral hazard. Elaborate. (150 Words)
The Hindu
Introduction :-In pure economic terms Moral hazard is a situation in which one party gets involved in a risky event
knowing that it is protected against the risk and the other party will incur the cost. With recapitalization of banks the
debtor enjoys a situation of semi write off of loans which is hazardous to their disciplined behaviour and also to the
honest loan payers gets feel that their efforts are in vein. Banks also have hazard. They are now allowed to do bad
lending again. It also distort the level playing field between government banks and private sector banks with
government helping.
Linkages between recapitalization and risk of moral hazard :

As was observed in case of IDBI recapitalization by FITCH-Such bailouts create “moral hazard” by weakening
incentives for state-run lenders which are struggling to meet bond payments to recapitalise by raising equity on
a more timely and pro-active basis.



In the case of public sector banks, the implicit guarantee of their books by the government only worsens this
cyclical problem by adding to it the risk of moral hazard.



As nationalised banks are allowed to tap into taxpayer money whenever they are in deep financial trouble, they
have very little reason to be careful while lending and more reason to take huge risks with their balance sheets.



The same moral hazard problem happens whenever the government protects private sector banks from the
negative consequences of their actions.

As stated by Arvind Subramaniyam “To some extent, moral hazard is unavoidable. In the real world there are no
costless actions, policy makers have to balance the perverse incentives created against the necessity of reviving the
economy and creating growth and jobs. But moral hazard must be minimized and that is where reforms come in”
Government is supplementing the recapitalization with other steps like Indradhanush scheme, Bank Board Bureau
establishment, S4A scheme, restructuring ARCs, consolidating banks like SBI mergers etc.

Q) Despite two key measures – demonetisation and GST, India has made very slow
progress towards becoming a formal economy. Discuss the reasons and measures
needed to formalise economy. (250 Words)
The Indian Express
Livemint
Introduction :- Sector which encompasses all jobs with normal hours and regular wages, and are recognized as income
sources on which income taxes must be paid is formal sector of Economy.
According to NSSO data, there have been more jobs created in the informal sector than the formal and more than 90%
of the population is employed in informal jobs.
Reasons for formalizing economy :

At present, only 10% of India’s over 470 million workforce is in the formal sector.



Formalizing the informal sector will lead to fair representation/measurement of economy.



It will lead to enhanced tax collection through improved tax base and tax consolidation



The daily labours and others will be subject to workers regulations hence probability will be higher to curb illegal
practices like child labours, bonded laboures and social security of workers will be enhanced.
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Skills and education will be more emphasized when formalized.



Formal businesses (informal businesses formalized) have better access to bank loans. This will end the money
mafias who charge high rates of interest.

One-time initiatives like currency swap and some reformation in taxation system might signal intent, but increasing
the size of India’s formal economy will require a sustained effort
Following steps must be taken by government in order to increase the scope of formal sector:

Financial Inclusion- Access to formal credit, banking facilities and impart financial knowledge. The recent push for
promoting digital cashless economy, Schemes such as Jan Dhan Yoajana, Bank Mitras, Lead Bank Scheme, Priority
Sector Lending are good steps by the government towards promoting formal economy



Improve quality of human capital- Boosting education and skill levels will provide necessary foundation for the
formalization of economy. The Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan, Mid Day Meal Schemes, SWAYAM, Skill Inida Mission are
some good initiatives by the government.



Providing robust infrastructure: Improving connectivity through better roads and railways, improving access to
cheap electricity would act as an incentive for setting up of formal companies.



Labour laws :- In India there are multiple labour laws and many outdated laws. Easy to understand and coherent
set of law is necessary to enable formal sector to comply with it. Focus on increasing Ease of Doing business is
also important.

According to the Arjun Sengupta committee report 92.4% of the population is engaged in informal sector ,which is a
paradox to the inverse relationship between economic growth and informal sector numbers , in Indian economy.
Hence enhanced efforts to increase the size of formal sector must be taken.

Q) Despite being an improvement on the ad hoc and restrictive Fiscal Responsibility
and Budget Management framework, the N K Singh Committee report suffers from
some shortcomings. Discuss. (250 Words)
EPW
Introduction :- The FRBM Review Committee headed by former Revenue Secretary, NK Singh was appointed by the
government to review the implementation of FRBM. In its report submitted in January 2017, titled, ‘The Committee in
its Responsible Growth: A Debt and Fiscal Framework for 21st Century India’, the Committee suggested that a rule
based fiscal policy by limiting government debt, fiscal deficit and revenue deficits to certain targets is good for fiscal
consolidation in India.
Major recommendations of committee :

Public debt to GDP ratio should be considered as a medium-term anchor for fiscal policy in India :- The combined
debt-to-GDP ratio of the centre and states should be brought down to 60 per cent by 2023.



Fiscal deficit as the operating target: The Committee advocated fiscal deficit as the operating target to bring down
public debt. For fiscal consolidation, the centre should reduce its fiscal deficit from the current 3.5% (2017) to
2.5% by 2023.



Revenue deficit target :- The Committee also recommends that the central government should reduce its revenue
deficit steadily by 0.25 percentage (of GDP) points each year, to reach 0.8% by 2023, from a projected value of
2.3% in 2017.



Formation of Fiscal Council to advice the government :- The Committee advocated formation of institutions to
ensure fiscal prudence in accordance with the FRBM spirit.



Escape Clause to accommodate counter cyclical issues: The NK Singh Committee points out that there are
disadvantages with set fiscal deficit target if some economic instabilities like an external crisis affects the Indian
economy.

Shortcomings :

The report suggests long-term policy rules without any reasoned intrinsic notion of debt sustainability, resulting
in an ad hoc framework.
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The recommendations of the report are built on quicksand; they suggest a target that cannot be easily achieved
using the instrument it chooses.



The analysis of the committee is silent on the fact that the variables that underlie much of the analysis (the fiscal
balance and interest rates) must jointly be determined by macroeconomic concerns of achieving full employment
and price stability, and that focusing on such variables in the service of debt management alone will lead to
macroeconomic feedback effects that may not be planned.



Debt as Target :- The main recommendation of the committee is that government debt should be a target, set at
60% of GDP by 2023. Several reasons are given for adopting a debt anchor but are, on reflection, not completely
coherent or convincing.

Q) “Contrary to belief, demonetisation was not a case of a ‘good idea, bad execution’.
It was a fundamentally flawed idea borne out of overriding of institutions and
circumventing consensus.” Critically comment. (250 Words)
Livemint
Introduction :- The 8 November 2016 decision by the Prime Minister to extinguish nearly nine-tenths of the value of
currency in circulation and render Rs500 and Rs1,000 banknotes worthless overnight was a misguided act of coercion
that shocked and had an impact on every single Indian.
Demonetisation though had many positive impacts like :

Black money :- Out of 17 lakh crore money in circulation black money consists of 3 lakh crore. With a single stroke
of demonetization this black money can be significantly wiped out.



The Rs 400 crore black money could be curbed effectively which has injection rate of Rs 17 crore per year in Indian
economy.



The financing to terrorist, naxalite and Kashmiri insurgents was reduced to some extend.

However it was fundamentally a flawed idea with damage in not just economic but social, institutional and
reputational sphere.


The economic impact of demonetization is quite evident in the slowing of GDP growth and deterioration of other
economic indicators. The current economic slowdown triggered by a liquidity shock due to demonetization was
needless and entirely self-inflicted.



It is said that money is an idea that inspires confidence. Similarly, a sudden withdrawal of money can dent
confidence. The business confidence was plummeted due to demonetisation.



At a time when individual and regional economic inequalities in India are rapidly widening, measures such as
demonetisation have only exacerbated such inequalities.



A pretentious pursuit of a ‘less cash economy’ to justify a fundamentally flawed act neither recognizes nor
solves the twin economic challenge of unequal and jobless economic growth.



The democratic institution of India like parliament, legislative assembly, Judiciary, Election commission, Central
Reserve Bank etc forms bedrock of country. Independence, credibility and trust of these institutions is of utmost
importance to India’s sustained growth and development. Decisions like demonetization taken so secretly and
immediately negate institutional democracy and imparts the authoritarian tone to it.

The father of our nation, Mahatma Gandhi, exhorted us to “recall the face of the poorest and the weakest” while
contemplating policy decisions. A truly liberal society is one that strives to ensure that not even a single innocent is
punished unfairly. The role of institutions is vital in ensuring such order. It is indeed time to move on from
demonetisation but not move away from institutions, procedures and processes.
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Q) What do you understand by helicopter money? Examine how demonetisation
affected helicopter money in India. (150 Words)
Livemint
Introduction :- Helicopter money is a tool of unconventional monetary policy that has been proposed as an alternative
to quantitative easing (QE) when interest rates are close to zero and the economy remains weak or enters recession.
It is a hypothetical, unconventional tool of monetary policy that involves printing large sums of money and distributing
it to the public in order to stimulate the economy. Helicopter drop is largely a metaphor for unconventional measures
to jumpstart the economy during deflationary periods.
Impact of demonetization on helicopter money :

Though demonetization was a surgical strike against tax cheats and counterfeit currency it became an attack on
a large informal economy that ran almost entirely on cash.



86% of total currency was wiped out of market with a single stroke. The decrease in liquidity of market was the
immediate result of demonetization.



since the central bank spent resources on both mopping up the deluge of liquidity in the banking system and
printing of new currency notes, its dividend payment to the government fell by more than half



It created a situation of cash starvation, killed aggregate demand particularly in light of heavy cash reliance of our
economy.



The more enduring effects of the demonetization experiment were felt in asset prices and in supply chains.



The cash that the rich would otherwise have used to finance property or jewellery purchases, or deployed in
lengthy working-capital cycles of informal businesses, has gotten corralled into equities.

Like in the West, where a decade of monetary adventurism has altered people’s portfolio choices and made risky
assets frothy, India has reached the same end point, though by flying the money helicopter in reverse. Moreover,
unlike quantitative easing, which is a reversible stimulus for the demand side of the economy, India’s cash ban—and
now the GST—are seeking to permanently alter the supply side.

Q) One of the purported objectives of demonetisation was digitisation of India.
Discuss critically the role of fin-tech multinationals in pushing India towards
digitisation and the impact of demonetisation on making India a cashless economy.
(250 Words)
The Indian Express
Introduction :- The stripping of legal tenders of notes of Rs 500 and Rs 1000 one year back paved the way for
demonetization in India. Demonetization had digitalization as one of it’s objective.
Role of fin-tech multinationals in pushing India towards digitization :

Global financial forces are constantly looking for new avenues of profit. There is a push to eliminate the use of
physical currency, popularly called the global “War on Cash”.



The idea of forced digitalisation of the Indian economy by massive demonetisation was probably a part of this
push.



The network of international financial technology (fintech) corporations, payment sector organisation like the
credit/debit card and mobile payment companies earn their revenue from the charges levied on digital
transactions.



The US organisation of Better Than Cash Alliance (BTCA) in 2012 was established. Members of the BTCA include
Citi Foundation, Master Card, VISA Foundation, Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, Ford Foundation, Omidyar
Network and USAID. Its stated objective is to accelerate the transition from cash to digital payments globally.
India’s entry into BTCA kicked off many MoUs.

However the increased role of foreign apps, credit agencies in India is not desirable. They even drain India financially
by charging taxes and charges on their transactions.
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Steps needed :

The government must establish a fully empowered, statutory Digital Payments Regulatory Authority under the
RBI, which will ensure minimum commissions to card companies.



Government must ensure a high-speed, robust and safe communications network.



It must promote Indian credit card companies so the commissions do not go out.

Impact of demonetization on digitalization :

According to a 2014 study by Tufts University, The Cost Of Cash In India, cash operations cost the Reserve Bank of
India (RBI) and commercial banks about Rs21,000 crore annually.



The latest NPCI data shows that the Unified Payment Interface (UPI) transactions made a giant leapfrog from just
1,03,060 transactions in October, 2016 to 91,67,277 transactions in May 2017, recording a stupendous 89 times
growth. Value-wise, UPI recorded a growth of Rs 0.49 billion to Rs 27.65 billion, more than 56 times growth during
the same period.



However a large part of the population is still outside the banking net and not in a position to reduce its
dependence on cash. According to a 2015 report by PricewaterhouseCoopers, India’s unbanked population was at
233 million.



Even today Nearly 95% of transactions take place in cash. Large size of informal / unorganised sector entities and
workers prefer cash based transactions.

Q) In terms of long-run economic prospects, do you think India will be ahead of China
in near future? Substantiate your views emphasising on the role of India’s
democratic and secular credentials. (250 Words)
The Indian Express
Introduction :- The estimate that India is growing at 7.1% and China growth has shrink to 7.6 % by IMF and recognition
of India as a bright spot in world economy has created many hopes and debates about India overtaking China in near
future. It is perceived that the difference between the political systems of two countries play important role in
determining their economic
However the holistic picture needs to be taken into account :

Even if India’s economy is growing faster than China, it does not mean that India has become economically as
powerful as China. While India’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) was $2.5 trillion in 2016, China’s GDP is nearly
five times of that, at $11.4 trillion.



India might overtake China in terms of population by 2022, but to overtake its per capita GDP, the Indian economy
needs to grow more than 30 percent annually.



These calculations supported the ill-informed thesis that it is easier to achieve economic growth in a top-down
command economy like China than a messy democratic system like India.



There is no clear consensus on casual relationship between democracy and economic development. Several
impoverished countries like Chile, Singapore achieved rapid growth under authoritarian regimes while many
autocrats brought economic miseries to their people like Congo, Mobutu, North Korea etc.



Most of the rich countries in the West are developed democracies.



At the same time, some democracies have paid the price for the irresponsible macroeconomic policies of their
ruling elite, including Columbia, Sri Lanka and Indonesia.



Thus it is prudent not to argue about the political system and economic progress relationship. What is indeed
necessary for an economy to grow is an enabling internal as well as external security environment.

The reality :

The common narrative has been that China has beaten India in its government’s ability to aggressively invest in
infrastructure, encourage more foreign direct investment, build city-like special economic zones, increase access
to credit and promote trade with a vengeance.
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For India, the problems were achieving unity in diversity and accommodating various languages and religions in
a democratic set up. On the contrary, China’s hard state enabled it to pursue a single goal with determination
and mobilise maximum resources to achieve its goals.



The primary difference between the performance of the Indian and Chinese economy has been the faster growth
of capital stock in China.



The problem in India has always been implementation. In a noisy political democracy, problems are compounded
by the existence of multiple political parties with no coherent approach to development.

India has an excellent chance of catching up with China if it can increase its labour force participation rate (particularly
women), increase the average level of education, improve the quality of its labour force through special training
programmes, reduce impediments to let foreign capital participate in its development process, design policies to
cultivate a culture of entrepreneurship, and reduce corruption at all levels.

Q) Examine the impact of demonetisation on employment in India. (250 Words)
Livemint
Introduction :- India underwent an
experience of demonetisation by
stripping the legal tenders of Rs. 500
and 1000 notes in November 2016.
This has impacted every sector of
country and it’s impact on
employment can be gauged from
following :

According to CMIE data, the
estimated total employment
during January-April 2017 was
405 million compared to 406.5
million during the preceding four
months, September-December
2016.



The biggest hit from demonetisation has been on the unskilled labour. For instance, withdrawal of high-value
currency notes of Rs 1,000 and Rs 500 denominations and the resultant cash crunch seem to have crippled India’s
largest ceramic cluster in Morbi, Gujarat. More than 50,000 migrant workers from Bihar were estimated to have
returned to their home state after losing their jobs due to the currency crisis. Most of them-labourers, masons,
cycle factory workers, textile mill employees and jewellery artisans-were forced to return home because their
employers were unable to pay their wages due to restrictions on bank withdrawals. Economist Gurcharan Das
estimated that for every percentage point drop in GDP, the economy would lose around 6 million jobs.



For employment growth, economic growth is one of the important factors. In a situation, when the recession
phase caused by global crisis of 2009 had hardly dimmed away, the recent move of ‘demonetization’ will push
growth downward as predicted by most economic agencies including RBI and IMF.



According to CMIE data, the estimated total employment during January-April 2017 was 405 million compared to
406.5 million during the preceding four months, September-December 2016.



According to a Labour Bureau report in May this year, the Indian economy was growing at around 7% per year
while the jobs market grew by just 1.1% last year
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In a country, when 79 percent of nonagricultural wage workers have no written
contract and only one fourth are eligible for
any social security, the decision is certainly a
cause of concern. India has the world largest
youth population, so for any developing
country like India, it is the time to harness the
population dividend by providing them gainful
employment. No doubt, impact of ICT on
growth and direct employment is well
documented,

but

its

indirect

negative

employment impact ICT using manufacturing
sectors can-not be ignored. Given this, the
decision of ‘demonetization’ will further
destabilize the already volatile labour market
in India.

Q) Discuss in detail the features of Tripura model of development which has resulted
in better human development outcomes for the state. (250 Words)
The Hindu
Introduction :- Tripura is a state in Northeast India. The third-smallest state in the country. Tripura is
a landlocked state in North East India. The physiography is characterised by hill ranges, valleys and plains. All this
coupled with insurgencies, instabilities had rendered. Tripura on sloppy path of development and progress. But now
the Tripura models of developments are being considered as the hallmark. The detailed features of this model of
development are as follows :

Investment in human development and people’s participation in the implementation of socio-political and
economic policy was the base idea of Tripura model of development.



Targeting illiteracy :- illiteracy was one of the basic problem of the state owing to the problem of separatist
militancy but with the growing time, there has been rapid increase in the literacy rate as evident from the Census
report which reflected the increase of literacy rate from 735 to 87% between 2001 -2011.



Emphasis and efforts on economic growth :- With reference to the performance of the State, which is reflected
in the form of growth rate of per capita State Domestic Product (SDP), Tripura stands at the rate of 9%-10% p.a
wherein per capita Net Domestic Product of India is growing only at around 5% p.a.
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Improved status of labourers and employment :- There has been an increase in the labour force participation and
work force participation in the state, especially among women. Tripura has also been continuously ranked first
among the States of India in last 5-6 years with respect to the implementation of the Mahatma Gandhi National
Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA).



Enhances social measures :- The state had put much efforts in terms of health facilities, sanitation and social
security measures, making it a pioneer on the human development index (HDI). Besides, Tripura’s rural road
connectivity is apparently one of the best in the country.



This model has adopted focussed programmes and clear objectives with proper review and feedback system at
place and region suited tailored program like agricultural program are being followed.

The landmark repeal of the Armed Forces (Special Powers) Act, or AFSPA, in 2015 in the State was an outstanding
symbol of the success of this policy. Tripura continues to achieve new milestones due to adoption if this model of
development.

Q) Energy planning should link energy and its end-use and end-user directly,
promoting equity, and providing a better monitoring framework for energy use.
Comment on energy planning in India. (250 Words)
EPW
Introduction :- The energy policy of India is largely defined by the country’s expanding energy deficit and increased
focus on developing alternative sources of energy, particularly nuclear, solar and wind energy. India ranks 81 position
in overall energy self-sufficiency at 66% in 2014. Energy planning has gained importance owing to it’s role in securing
the country’s growth.
What must constitute the energy planning :

Framework: The estimates start with a well-defined normative framework of specific goals (in terms of goods,
services, etc) required for a decent living and estimate corresponding energy requirement. This makes the
developmental goals of energy planning explicit.



Pathways: These estimates lay out the distribution of the energy to specific end-uses (and end-users) highlighting
that not only does the energy need to be generated but that it also needs to flow through certain pathways.



Methodology: In laying out the pathways, the estimates also provide a methodology for the estimation of energy
required for various elements of specific developmental goals. This allows identifying potential ways for meeting
the same needs by lesser levels of energy use along with other important co-benefits.

India’s energy planning :There are three reasons why it would be more productive for India’s energy narrative to consider not only how energy
is supplied, but also explicitly consider how it is used and distributed.


The Indian economy is undergoing various transitions, which make the implications for its future needs not only
immense, but also uncertain and potentially malleable. Demographically, India is expected to add on the order
of 10 million people to the job market each year for the next two decades, with consequences for energy use,
especially from manufacturing. At the same time, urbanisation will lead to about 200 million more people moving
into urban spaces and demanding more resources for improved lifestyles.



Incorporating the demand side as central to energy planning not only makes managing energy supply easier, it
also has a substantial impact in reducing the amount of supplies needed and, subsequently, the carbon emissions
released. In fact, sectors such as buildings, transport, and industry can form the bulk of reduction in emissions
intensity up to 23-25 per cent from 2005 levels by 2020, as estimated by the erstwhile Planning Commission.



The traditional supply-dominated orientation has simply not been enough to fix the pathologies of Indian energy.
The sector is rife with a range of structural inefficiencies and financial losses in spite of increasing electricity
production and the slew of policy targets. Lack of energy access remains an overarching characteristic: more than
400 million people have no access to electricity (according to the 2011 Census) and there are serious challenges
of fuel quality even when there is supply. Power shortages continue to plague the system and are increasingly
compensated for by polluting diesel generators.
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A bottom-up, disaggregated approach to energy planning can help us answer the question of how much energy we
need to ensure a dignified living for all. The process, by its very nature, also indicates end-uses and end-users for the
energy, which is equally important. It can also offer insights into the best way to meet a particular developmental goal
from the energy perspective, the relative criticality of energy as an input to meet the specific goal, and the policies
and cross-sectoral linkages that are important to ensure that the energy used does indeed help meet the objectives.
Last but not the least, such an approach can facilitate the monitoring of the implementation and increase its
accountability.
Given all this, it is strongly recommended that such an approach be enshrined as the basis of energy planning in the
country.

Q) Do you think philanthropy can effectively solve public problems? Discuss with a
note on the Co-Impact initiative. (250 Words)
Livemint
Introduction :- The new Co-Impact initiative launched is meant to target precisely that kind of change. It is born out
of the Giving Pledge—Bill Gates’ and Warren Buffett’s 2010 pact which around 170 billionaires have now signed on to,
promising to give at least half their fortunes to charity.
Co-Impact is aimed at providing the expertise and linkages necessary for channelling such big-ticket philanthropy
towards equally big-ticket projects that have usually been the province of states: global health, education, equality
and the like. And it has enough big names on board—Bill and Melinda Gates, former eBay president Jeffrey Skoll and
Infosys co-founder Nandan Nilekani, among others—to give it heft.
Can philanthropy solve public problems is seen by two examples of India and United States :

If we take the example of US. It is the most charitable country in the world as a percentage of gross domestic
product, and therefore, given the size of its economy, in terms of volume. Last year, it saw almost $400 billion
given for philanthropic purposes. The bulk of this, by far, comes from mega-donors. A move towards long-term
global agendas in areas such as vaccination, malaria eradication and primary education, driven by rigorous data
analysis—randomized control trials have become the gold standard over the past decade or so—stands to
maximize value for money and minimize opportunity costs.



India is a good example of another important benefit. Individual philanthropy here has grown rapidly over the
past decade, outstripping corporate social responsibility funds and foreign aid handily. Bain’s “Indian
Philanthropy Report 2017” notes that individual philanthropists contributed Rs36,000 crore in 2017, a sixfold
increase from Rs6,000 crore in 2011. These donations account for an increasingly substantial chunk of total
development expenditure.

Designing this philanthropic intervention for maximum impact is essential in order to solve public problems. Co-Impact
pledgers like the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and Nilekani, which are active in India, can be useful in multiple
ways here—from building the linkages necessary for innovative development solutions to access funds, to
championing a move towards more data-driven philanthropy.

Q) Examine the mandate of GST’s National Anti-profiteering Authority and the
concerns expressed against its mandate and powers. (150 Words)
The Hindu
Introduction:
GST’s National Anti-profiteering Authority is set up to ensure that the profit arising out of change in tax structure due
to GST is completely passed onto consumer and is not pocketed by the seller.
The experiences of some countries that have adopted GST such as Singapore, Malaysia and Australia suggests that
they had witnessed a spurt in inflation after GST implementation.
As input tax credit brings down prices, it was required to be set up.
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Mandate


It ensures that the benefits that accrue to entities due to reduction in costs is passed on to the consumers.



Entities that hike rates inordinately, citing GST as the reason, will be checked by this body.



The authority can impose penalty on the profiteer or cancel its registration.



The Authority is also empowered to make a company lower its prices and refund money to consumers or
deposit it in the Consumer Welfare Fund. Where the consumers are difficult to trace individually, the amount
construed by the authority to be the extent of undue benefit will be deposited in a consumer welfare fund.



The new authority can summon representatives of any company against which a complaint has been filed, and
also initiate investigations through other government wings such as the Directorate of Data Analytics or the
Directorate General of GST.



A formula was laid down wherein the net profit margin in the period preceding GST was compared to the post
GST margins to see if inordinate gains had gone to the bottom-line. Gains were determined after taking in to
account the supplier’s cost, costs incurred for furthering business, market conditions and other relevant issues.



Once the registered entity, which has profiteered illegally, is identified, it can be asked to one, reduce prices if it
has hiked prices too much and , two, if price reduction due to GST has not been passed on to consumers, to return
to the consumers the sum equivalent to the price reduction along with 18 per cent interest from the date the
higher sum was collected.

Concerns
1. Distorts market mechanism


Protecting consumer interest is important, but the prospect of the government monitoring prices and asking
businesses to justify pricing decisions instead of letting market forces play out is unnerving.

2. Appealing against not structured


Its orders can be appealed against in the High Court only.

Way forward


The NAA could take a cue from, if not partner, the Competition Commission of India in this, and focus on firms
raising prices indiscriminately in markets where they enjoy a dominant position, or forming pricing cartels.



The government must ensure that the authority’s powers are used transparently and only where there is genuine
consumer/public interest at stake.

Q) Rapid transformation of the rural economy is making huge contributions to
Indian economy in recent years. What are the components of rural economy? Discuss
the features of structural transformation of the rural economy and its contribution
to India’s growth story. (250 Words)
Livemint
Introduction:
For centuries together, the Indian village has been a self-sufficient and self-contained economy. During the past 60
years, rural reconstruction and development have been the major thrust of economic planning, which has caused a
rapid transformation in the Indian rural economic structure. These changes have taken place in spheres, such as land
reforms, agriculture, animal husbandry, supplies and marketing, village industries, rural leadership, village
administration among others.
Structural transformation of rural economy
1. Increased share of industrial production



More than half of Indian industrial production comes from the rural areas.
Production by rural factories was only a quarter of the total industrial production in the country in 1971. That
share doubled by 2012.
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2. Capital intensive industrial production


The puzzling fact is that the share of rural industrial employment in total industrial employment has been
around the same over those four decades.
It is suggested that rural industries have been more intensive users of capital than their urban counterparts.
One would have expected the opposite, given the fact that rural wages are lower and rural industries are likely
to be more credit constrained than urban industries.




3. Rural construction increased


Rural construction also accounts for nearly half of the total building activity in the country.

4. Rural employment construction based, not industrial production


Rural employment has shrunk after 2005 while the urban areas have not been able to absorb the millions who
are leaving the farm.
The lack of adequate job creation by rural industries is balanced by the rising share of rural construction work
in employment statistics.
The rural housing boom in the first decade of this century absorbed millions of workers.




5. Rural services increasing


The value of rural services is about a quarter of the total services output.

6. Agriculture share on decline



Agriculture has accounted for less than half of total rural output since the turn of the century.
The recent NITI Aayog data suggest that it contributes around 40% share of rural economy.

Rural economy is no doubt a major Contributor in India’s economic growth now the time has arrived to tap the
potential within rural economy at larger scale to meet the challenges like underemployment, poverty by providing
various facilities to rural economy through financial and other means like connectivity to the urban markets, financial
inclusion and digitization.

Q) Any attempt to outlaw all high-interest, or usurious, lending will make life worse
for borrowers who genuinely benefit from informal lending. Comment. (150 Words)
The Hindu
Introduction:


Informal lending has been a bone of contention from historical times due to the high interest rates charged, yet
they exist in the contemporary times too. Many steps have been taken by the authorities such as ‘Operation
Kubera’ in Kerala against the high lending and physical torture related to the informal lending.



But the informal lending has its advantages too such as

1. Avenue for poor


Low income coupled with consumption decreases savings which are not attractive to the formal banking
sector. Informal credit group such as ‘mahila mandal’ facilitates low income group savings.

2. Based on relationships


They provide loans based on close realtionship thus adding flexiblity to the personalised services.



Banks require collateral while money lenders may lend on the basis of trust.

3. Timely repayment due to social pressure


Borrowing from the informal lender as a group increases the peer pressure for an individual to pay back
resulting in timely payment.

4. Complement formal banking in unbanked areas


They provide localised services offering better competition and interest rates in areas where formal banking
has not penetrated.
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5. Flexibility for both lender and borrower


Being non-regulated from the norms of RBI intensify priorty sector lending and prevents excessive auditing
and processing of applications and collateral adding to the flexibility of operations.



Banks require documents, difficult for less educated person to compile. Money lender do not require such
documents.

6. SHGs lending also count as informal credit


Some of the credit is provided by self help groups which are non-profit motivated based on solidarity and
individuality of actions and democratic decision making process.

However the informal sector lending has its drawbacks such as


It helps in accumulation of black money.



Profit motivated informal lenders may play their hand in acquiring borrower assets through high interest rates.



Lenders may cause physical torture to the borrowers in case of non-payment.



Psychological distress on non-payment may lead to suicide.



It can affect the formal economy as its effect on inflation cannot be calculated.

Thus it is evident that informal sector lending cannot be outlawed due to its inherent advantages underlying it, what
needs to be done is in creating an effective structural framework to prevents vices of informal money-lending.

Q) Comment on women’s current employment scenario in India and discuss why it’s
crucial to create more formal jobs to empower women. (250 Words)
Livemint
Introduction:


India has been seen decent economic growth over the last few years, but participation of women in the economy
has decreased.

Women abysmal participation in the economy


According to the World Economic Forum’s “Global Gender Gap Report 2017”, India’s ranking has fallen by 21
places, far below the global average but also behind our neighbours China and Bangladesh.



One of the areas where we have fared poorly is in wages and participation of women in the economy where our
rank is an abysmal 139.



As per the World Bank report, India has one of the lowest workforce female participation rates, ranking 120th
among 131.



At 17%, India has a lower share of women’s contribution to GDP than the global average of 37%.



Participation levels have been dropping in the last few years, according to National Sample Survey which found
that while in 1999-2000, 25.9% of all women worked; by 2011-12 this proportion had dropped to 21.9%.

Nature of women employment


However, the participation of women in informal employment and non-standard forms of employment (for eg.
part-time jobs or jobs in the informal sector) is higher than men.



Jobs for Indian women, especially rural women, remain primarily in the agriculture sector.



The share of women in services and industry is less than 20%.

Women disadvantaged in informal sector


In India, nearly 100% of net job creation in the last two decades has happened in the informal sector in small and
low-productivity enterprises.



While pretty much every employee in the informal sector will have fewer skilling opportunities and lack of job
security, the average Indian woman worker is at a dual disadvantage.
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Not only is she less likely to find stable job opportunities within the informal sectors but she will also have to
deal with poor quality and even unsafe working conditions, low wages and denial of statutory benefits like
social security and benefits like maternity leave or related facilities.

Conclusion


Raising the labour force participation in formal sector requires a total revamp of the regulatory ecosystem.



Large-scale job creation in the formal sector will need sustained reforms in labour laws and skilling ecosystems.



India can potentially boost its GDP by $700 billion in 2025, translating to 1.4% per year of incremental GDP
growth, by raising female labour-force participation rate by just 10 percentage points, from 31% to 41%.
However, this requires us to bring in 68 million more women into the workforce.



Huge investments will be needed in upskilling and educating women and the girl child, financial inclusion of
women, encouraging women entrepreneurs, strengthening legal provisions for safety and security of women.

Topic: Effects of liberalization on the economy, changes in industrial policy and their effects on
industrial growth.
Q) How do companies evade taxes through offshore companies set up in so called tax
havens? In the light of ‘Paradise Papers’, discuss critically. (250 Words)
The Indian Express
Introduction :- A trove of 13.4 million corporate records, primarily from Bermuda firm Appleby, as well as from
Singapore-based Asiaciti Trust and corporate registries maintained by governments in 19 secrecy jurisdictions, often
referred to as “tax paradises” has once again highlighted the issues of tax heavens and taxes evasion by off shore
companies.
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How do companies evade taxes through offshore companies :

An individual or company transfers assets or cash to the nominal ownership of an offshore company, with the
transaction facilitated by a law firm such as Mossack Fonseca.



The offshore company is registered in a tax haven regime such as the British Virgin Islands, which doesn’t disclose
who the beneficial owner is and which doesn’t co-operate with other tax authorities. So the owner of the assets
can avoid national taxes in their resident country – whether income tax, capital gains, or corporation tax – which
might otherwise be due.



To access the money, the offshore company could lend money with a zero interest rate to a company based in
the home country of the individual which is also ultimately owned or controlled by the individual or company
that is avoiding tax. This individual or company can then extract cash from the recipient company while paying
minimal tax

Laws specifying general anti-avoidance rule (GAAR) are in force in countries like the UK, Canada, Australia, New
Zealand, South Africa and Hong Kong. There is FATCA in the US. In Europe, anti-tax avoidance measures in the pipeline
include a blacklist of offshore tax havens and a common consolidated corporate tax base (CCCTB) for the EU, meant
to block transfer of profit to low-tax jurisdictions.
In India Direct Taxes Code Bill, 2010, GAAR came into effect from April 1, 2017. India introduced this retrospective
clarification to the I-T Act to ensure that cross-border transactions of assets and have signed double taxation avoidance
agreement with many countries.

Q) Do you think PPP model would help improve healthcare delivery in India?
Critically analyse. (250 Words)
Livemint
Introduction:


PPP is an arrangement between a government owned entity on one side and a private sector entity on the
other. There are various models like BOOT, Contracting, Joint Ventures, Mobile Health Units Telemedicine,
Franchising, Social Marketing etc in health sector.



McKinsey, World Bank and the World Economic Forum argued that the PPP model is indeed the way ahead to
improve healthcare delivery in India. But, it is also important to get the design right to make the delivery costefficient, timely, affordable and profitable for all stakeholders.

PPP model can help in the following ways
1. Better utilisation of resources, physical and human



PPP model can better procure expertise in terms of staff, doctors, medical procedures etc
Besides human resource, they can also have best infrastructure in terms of buildings, equipment,
technologies etc

2. Increasing access




There will be tremendous increase in the perimeter of medical industry which is wanting due to resource
constraints in the public sector.
It is premised on the fact that healthcare is a never dooming economic industry as recognised globally and
more so in a country like India with huge population.
Thus the private sector will always be eager to expand its frontiers in the healthcare.

3. Efficiency


The efficiency will be improved in providing services against the lethargic bureaucratic set up in public
hospitals.
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Challenges with PPP model


The PPP framework has many in-built infirmities

1. Revenue and risk sharing


There are asymmetries in how the government and the private sector partner share revenue and risks.

2. Profit dilemma in social sector


There is another fundamental problem with PPPs in the social infrastructure space: the private sector partner
needs to maximize profit, which is not always compatible with the stated objective of providing universal
access to quality services.

3. Low cost bids by the government



Bids are usually evaluated based on the lowest cost to government.
The lowest cost bid mode is a slippery slope and prone to abuse and sub-optimal outcomes.

4. Regulation





The Indian healthcare industry is a prime example of how lack of sectoral regulation has resulted in
government ceding space to the private sector, even in urban primary healthcare centres in some cases.
This has multiple consequences, especially with regard to levy of user charges which remains unregulated.
The regulatory role of the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare includes regulation of clinical
establishments, professional and technical education, food safety, medical technologies, medical products,
clinical trials, research and implementation of other health related laws
National Health Policy 2017, while advocating a larger role for the private sector, has advocated reforms in
the regulatory role for the ministry.

Conclusion


There is a need for urgent and concrete steps towards reforms in regulation of PPPs in healthcare sector. This will
entail moving towards a more effective, rational, transparent and consistent regime.”



Even the Vijay Kelkar committee, set up to revitalize the PPP model in infrastructure, endorsed the setting up of
independent regulators.

Topic: Inclusive growth and issues arising from it
Q) The societal reach of India’s economic growth in recent decades still remains
unquantified and a common measure to quantify the social progress of Indian States
that can pinpoint the achievements and the challenges is still missing. Discuss the
efforts made in this regard and suggest ideas to quantify societal reach of India’s
economic growth. (250 Words)
The Hindu
Introduction :- The accomplishments of modern India are recognised around the world. A country that was a symbol
of hunger and poverty at the time of Independence and admonished for its Hindu rate of growth during the initial
decades has now transformed itself into one of the the fastest growing major economies.
The societal reach of this economic growth still remains unquantified.
Efforts made in this direction :

National University of Educational Planning and Administration and the Government of India (Ministry of Human
Resource Development, Department of School Education and Literacy) compute an Educational Development
Index for primary and upper primary levels of education that compare States on different aspects on education
universalisation.



NITI Aayog has rolled out the health, education and water index.



Apart from these individual indices, there have also been efforts to look at progress through the lens of a human
development index but that does not isolate the impact of economic growth.
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Ideas to quantify societal reach of India’s economic growth :

Social Progress Index :- We can rank States using social and environmental indicators on the basis of their
capability to provide for basic needs such as shelter, water, and sanitation; a foundation for well-being with
education, health, and communication facilities; analyzing the prejudices that prevail in a region prohibiting
people from making their personal decisions; and evaluating whether citizens have personal rights and freedom
or whether they are susceptible to child labour, human trafficking, corruption, etc.



Conducting surveys like Socio Economic Caste census, Capability index approach of Amrtya Sen, Opportunity
index of citizens etc to gauge the real reach of societal economic growth.

The overall findings show that while the economy is on the right track growing at approx 8% rate, there is an urgent
need to identify and focus on social parameters as overall social progress score for the country now stands at 57.03.
The reliance on the idea that economic development will automatically transform social conditions will hamper further
improvements in social progress. Social progress needs to be stimulated by focussing on policies directly targeting
social issues.

Q) Formalisation without preparation leads to exclusion. Critically comment. (150
Words)
The Indian Express
The Hindu
Introduction :- According to NSSO data, there have been more jobs created in the informal sector than the formal and
more than 90% of the population is employed in informal jobs.
Formalization without preparation will have disastrous impacts :

Formalization of the economy is often sought as the informal economy can enable illicit activities and create a
safe space for tax evaders.



But it also supports the livelihoods of millions of workers who have no opportunities in the formal economy.
These are the roadside vendors, marginal farmers, construction workers, cobblers, artisans, fishermen, landless
labourers.



In many countries, employment in the informal sector is growing faster than in the formal sector.



In India, according to the 2015-16 Economic Survey out of the 10.5 million new manufacturing jobs created
between 1989 and 2010, only 3.7 million — about 35% — were in the formal sector. This indicates that the
informal sector is not some aberration that we can simply wish away. It is an integral part of India’s economic
framework and we need to pay far more attention to it.

Following steps must be taken by government in order to increase the scope of formal sector without exclusion:

Financial Inclusion- Access to formal credit, banking facilities and impart financial knowledge. The recent push for
promoting digital cashless economy, Scehems such as Jan Dhan Yoajana, Bank Mitras, Lead Bank Scheme, Priority
Sector Lending are good steps by the government towards promoting formal economy



Improve quality of human capital- Boosting education and skill levels will provide necessary foundation for the
formalization of economy. The Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan, Mid Day Meal Schemes, SWAYAM, Skill India Mission are
some good initiatives by the government.



Providing robust infrastructure: Improving connectivity through better roads and railways, improving access to
cheap electricity would act as an incentive for setting up of formal companies.



Labour laws :- In India there are multiple labour laws and many outdated laws. Easy to understand and coherent
set of law is necessary to enable formal sector to comply with it. Focus on increasing Ease of Doing business is
also important.
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Q) Loan waivers do not result in farmers’ welfare. Discuss. (250 Words)
The Hindu
Introduction :- Farm loan waiver is the practice of writing off the loans given to farmers owing to their inability to pay
them back due to reasons like calamity, disaster, political policies etc. Recently many governments like Maharashtra,
Uttar Pradesh have done it.
Farm loan waiver are necessary for farmers welfare :

Agriculture in India has been facing many issues — fragmented land holding, depleting water table levels,
deteriorating soil quality, rising input costs, low productivity. Add to this vagaries of the monsoon.



Output prices may not be remunerative. Farmers are often forced to borrow to manage expenses. Also, many
small farmers not eligible for bank credit borrow at exorbitant interest rates from private sources.



When nature rides roughshod over debt-ridden farmers in the form of erratic monsoon and crop failures, they
face grim options. Indebtedness is a key reason for the many farmer suicides in the country.

Loan waivers don’t result into farmers welfare rather cause many other problems :

Loan waivers provide some relief to farmers in such situations, but there are debates about the long-term
effectiveness of the measure.



Farm loan waivers are at best a temporary solution and entail a moral hazard even those who can afford to pay
may not, in the expectation of a waiver.



Such measures can erode credit discipline and may make banks wary of lending to farmers in the future. It also
makes a sharp dent in the finances of the government that finances the write-off.



Also a recent study by the International Food Policy Research Institute reveals that at the national level, 48% of
agricultural households do not avail a loan from any source. Among the borrowing households, 36% take credit
from informal sources.



A negative relationship between the size of farm and per capita consumption expenditure (a proxy for income)
further underscores the importance of formal credit in assisting marginal and poor farm households in reducing
poverty hence farm loan waivers fail to result into farmers welfare.

Way Forward :

It is more important to make agriculture sustainable by reducing inefficiencies, increasing income, reducing costs
and providing protection through insurance schemes.



Extending reach of minimum support price which has been dedicated to few crops and in a narrow geographical
area is important.



The agro-processing industry and warehousing needs to expand so that agricultural produce can be stored when
prices plunge.



Credit products for agriculture need to be tailor-made based on cropping and rain cycle, specific to a particular
region. The regional offices of commercial banks should contribute in this exercise.



The period of crop loan should be extendable to four years, given that, on average, every second or third year
the spatial distribution of rain pattern is erratic in India.

Urjit Patel recently commented that farm loan waiver undermines honest credit culture and discipline. It endangers
moral hazard and entails transfer from tax payers. Hence alternative to blanket waivers need to be explored and
adapted.

Link: Farm loan waivers
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Topic: Major crops cropping patterns in various parts of the country, different types of
irrigation and irrigation systems storage, transport and marketing of agricultural produce and
issues and related constraints; e-technology in the aid of farmers
Q) How can be India competitive in cereals, pulses and oilseeds? Discuss the
measures that government should implement in this regard. (250 Words)
The Indian Express
Introduction :- India though one of the highest producer of cereals, pulses and oilseeds is suffering from many
problems. Agricultural imports have been rising since 2004-05. Edible oils ($11.3 billion), pulses ($4.3 billion), and
fruits, nuts, vegetables ($3.1 billion) accounted for $18.7 billion of the total agri-imports of $25.4 billion in 2016-17.
Hence India needs to adopt few steps In order to be competitive in cereals, pulses and oilseeds :

India has to promote agri-exports and the country’s policymakers must build global value-chains for some
important agri-commodities in which the country has a comparative advantage.



India is competitive in cereals but the country can also be competitive in groundnut and mustard oil, provided
there is an open and stable export policy.



The country has a great potential to export fish and seafood, bovine meat, and fruits, nuts and vegetables.
Infrastructural reforms like connecting export houses directly to farmer producer organisations (FPOs),
sidestepping the APMC-regulated mandis, removing stocking limits and trading restrictions are needed.



Structural reforms in agriculture are also required like land distribution, land leasing, contract farming, corporate
farming etc



Export-oriented value-chains to create jobs in rural areas, or to assist in adhering to sanitary and phytosanitary
standards would make them more resilient to future price shocks.



In import India loses much in oilseeds. The import policy must, therefore, be designed such that the landed price
of palm oil and yellow pea never goes much below the domestic prices of their nearest rivals, say, soybean oil
and chickpea



For oilseeds, Measures like relay cropping of mustard can be taken up which will use residual moisture, and could
yield an additional 3.5 to 4 million tonnes of rapeseed-mustard.



Community level planning processes and institutional frameworks have enabled better utilisation of scarce
resources like groundwater for emergency irrigation for groundnut cultivation in states like Andhra Pradesh.
These need to be replicated on a large scale.



Steps like inclusion of cluster demonstrations in rice fallows for pulses cultivation in rabi season from 2015-16
under BGREI (Bringing Green Revolution in Eastern India) scheme in order to increase production of pulses in
Eastern India in states of Assam, Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, Odisha, Eastern U.P. and West Bengal is
noteworthy.



To keep pace with the population, cereal production must grow by at least 4.2% a year, more than twice the
current rate. For this irrigated land needs to be increases, and efficient allocation and use of existing stock is
crucial.

Agriculture is the backbone of India. The production of cereals, pulses, oilseeds needs to be competent not only to
feed the growing population but also to make agriculture a remunerative business and curb agricultural distress.

Q) Discuss the importance of saving traditional seed varieties in organic farming.
(150 Words)
Down to Earth
Introduction :- In agriculture and gardening, seed saving (sometimes known as brown bagging) is the practice of
saving seeds or other reproductive material (e.g. tubers) from vegetables, grain, herbs, and flowers for use from year
to year for annuals and nuts, tree fruits, and berries for perennials and trees. However in the wake of GM crop era
saving of traditional seed varieties has not only become difficult but also necessary. At the 19th Organic World
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Congress, more than 55 groups have come together to call for the conservation of indigenous seeds and shunning GM
crops.
Importance of saving traditional seed varieties :

Native crop varieties are not only drought and disease resistant, but are nutritive and retain the soil fertility as
they do not need chemical fertilisers and excessive water.



The conservation of native seeds is important to prevent the exploitation of already distressed farmers.



Farmers often become dependent on these companies for seeds as these cannot be saved for the next sowing
season. In this context, conservation of native crops becomes paramount to



Native crops are likely to become extinct as large seed companies promote and patent hybrid seeds.



The selection and conservation of good seeds are central to sustainable agriculture and global food security. For
this conservation of native seed holds much importance.



Without a strong base of diverse seeds, food production is threatened by disease and climate change.
Conservation of native seeds becomes important in the wake of climate change. For ex traditional rice varieties
ripen simply with the changing seasons. So if a single rice variety is planted at different points of time all of it is
still ready for harvest at nearly the same time.



Abundance of traditional seeds and widespread cultivation of High yield varieties have proved to be detrimental
like can be seen in case of Punjab which due to such overuse has become the cancer capital of India.

Hence it becomes important to save the native varieties of seeds. Efforts taken by organisations like Save Our Rice
campaign Bharat Beej Swaraj Manch or India seed Sovereignty Alliance and individuals like Rahibai in Maharashtra,
Babulal Dahiya in Madhya Pradesh is noteworthy.

Q) Examine the causes of increasing incidences of pest attacks on crops in India. Do
you think biological pest control would address pest problem effectively? Write a
note on other pest control measures. (250 Words)
Down to Earth
WIkipedia
Introduction :- A pest is a plant or animal detrimental to humans or human concerns (as agriculture or livestock
production). alternative meanings include organisms that cause nuisance and epidemic disease associated with high
mortality (specifically: plague). In its broadest sense, a pest is a competitor of humanity.
India has witnessed increased pest attacks in recent times :

After a series of farmer suicides in Odisha’s Bargarh district over pest attack, the state government finally
acknowledged that there are nearly 200,000 hectares of area, on which paddy is grown, has been damaged across
nine districts.



Punjab is not a major producer of cotton, Maharashtra is the second-biggest grower of the fiber. Both observed
increases attack of Whitefly, pink bollworm.



Papilio Demoleus Linn (Lemon Butterfly or the Citrus Butterfly) is causing severe damage to citrus fruits in India.



Cosmoplites Sordidus, Germere (The Banana Weevil) is damaging Banana plants.

Causes of increasing incidences of pest attack :

Overuse of pesticides :- With farmers using pesticides more and more insects develops resistance.



Fertilizers are being used indiscriminately which makes crops more vulnerable to pest attacks. Organic soils and
fertilizers increases crop’s resistance to pest attacks. In Japan, the density of whitebacked planthopper (Sogatella
furcifera) immigrants in organic rice fields was significantly less than their density in conventional rice fields.



Climate change :- The rising levels of CO2and temperatures are having direct effect on pests and diseases in crops.
Elevated CO2 can increase levels of simple sugars in leaves and lower their nitrogen content. These can increase
the damage caused by many insects, who will consume more leaves to meet their metabolic requirements of
nitrogen.
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Warmer temperatures in temperate climates will result in more types and higher populations of insects. Some
insects like arctic moths take several years to complete one lifecycle.

Biological control is a method of controlling pests such as insects, mites, weeds and plant diseases using other
organisms. It relies on predation, parasitism, herbivory, or other natural mechanisms, but typically also involves an
active human management role. It can be an important component of integrated pest management (IPM) programs.
Advantages :

Biological control is a very specific strategy. The vast majority of the time, whatever predator is introduced will
only control the population of the pest they are meant to target.



After the initial introduction, very little effort is required to keep the system running fluidly. It also means that
biological control can be kept in place for a much longer time than other methods of pest control.



Biological control can be cost effective in the long run. Although it may cost a bit to introduce a new species to
an environment, it’s a tactic that only needs to be applied once due to its self-perpetuating nature.

However there are many drawbacks too.


It’s a slow process. It takes a lot of time and patience for the biological agents to work their magic on a pest
population, whereas other methods like pesticides work provide immediate results.



As it is very targeted only handful of pests are controlled that too very small in sample size.

Hence other method can be explored :

Cultural control :- Mechanical pest control is the use of hands-on techniques as well as simple equipment and
devices, that provides a protective barrier between plants and insects. This is referred to as tillage and is one of
the oldest methods of weed control as well as being useful for pest control; wireworms, the larvae of the common
click beetle, are very destructive pests of newly ploughed grassland, and repeated cultivation exposes them to
the birds and other predators that feed on them.



Trap cropping :- A trap crop is a crop of a plant that attracts pests, diverting them from nearby crops. Pests
aggregated on the trap crop can be more easily controlled using pesticides or other methods.



Inter cropping and crop rotation :- inter-cropping. This practice consists of alternating rows of crops that are
planted in fields. This reduces the attacks of pests and is easy to implement and provides room for diversity and
adaptability depending on where farmers are located. Crop rotations or diversification is another practice that
involves planting different crops after a season, so as to not exhaust the soil of nutrients, or to deprive newly
hatched insect pests of their food. In China this is highly used for rice cultivation.

Q) It is said that seed industry in India is in crisis. Examine the causes of this crisis
and remedies needed to revive seed industry. (250 Words)
Livemint
Introduction :- Agricultural sector is highly dependent on availability and quality of seeds for a productive harvest, as
seed is the basic and most critical input for sustainable agriculture. Developments in seed industries in India in last 30
years are very significant. Government restructured seed industry and strengthened seed infrastructure through
national seed projects, new seed development policy.


New seed development policy (1988-89) transformed Indian seed industry by giving access to Indian farmers of
best of seeds and planting material available anywhere globally. Stimulated investment by private sector into
Indian seed sector with strong R&D base with more emphasis on high value hybrids such as BT-Cotton.



As a result farmers have wide product choices and seed industry is set to work with a farmer centric approach. For
decades Indian policy frameworks facilitated competition and subsequent development of an industry structure
that delivered sustainable economic benefits. Government has a major role in low profit seed varieties where
private players are less interested viz. cereals, vegetable etc.



But today seed industry suffers from many problems due to lack of holistic policy structure for the sector and lack
of regulation that has put it in the crisis.
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Causes of crisis :

High level of fragmentation :- Rabobank report 2006 :- India’s top 10 seed firms accounted for just 25% of total
volume of seeds sold by private sector in 2005

Reasons for the same :

Low entry barriers



Poor Intellectual property rights climate resulting in freely available germ plasm and parent lines to start a seed
production company.



Formal, Informal flow of seed material from public institution to private entrepreneurs.



Meagre research investment by private companies :
India injects 3-4 % of revenue into it against international norm of 10-12%.

Reasons for the same :

Heavy fragmentation



No strong Intellectual Property rights regulations



No competition in sector



Lack of regulation in case of GM seed :
 Government fell short of visionary approach to reap long term benefits by enabling Indian seed industry
to absorb and exploit the new GM technology.
 No steps were taken to prevent illegal introduction of GM crops into market.
 Government failed to promote and articulate roles of different stakeholders harvesting the seed sector in
long term.
 Confusion regarding GM Crops among farmers, public which government must clarify.

Steps needed to be taken :

Strengthening regulatory mechanism : For seed and biotech industry to make it transparent science based predictable and fair.
 To prevent the over fragmentation of sector
 In order to control illegal activities.



Clear IPR regime : Quick resolution to the conflicts between different IP laws
 Defining clearly the government’s policy on IP protection and research investment promotion.



National policy on GM crop : It will bring clarity on areas and sectors where government want to encourage GM cropping
 To take over the illegal GM crop fields ex. GM Cotton
 Investing in educating people about GM technologies and it’s benefits.



Transforming state seed corporations : In terms of their infrastructure, technologies, approach and management culture.

Conclusion :- Indian seed improvement program is critical for food security of India. Till date Indian seed sector both
public and private has done impressive work. The recent policy paralysis can be done away with proper actions by
government. Comprehensive policy structure keeping in mind the long term benefits is the need of the hour.
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Q) Scientific storage facilities and a judicious trade policy will go a long way in
helping onion farmers. Comment in the light of reports showing huge losses incurred
by onion farmers in a bumper crop year. (250 Words)
The Indian Express
Introduction :- In August last year, the nation was crying for onions which sold at Rs 100 to Rs 80 per kg. Today, the
same onion is being sold in the wholesale agricultural at 5 kgs for Re 1. Reason is a bumper crop with an average yield
of 70-80 quintal per acre.
The onion prices ups and downs are well seen. There is a need to an scientific storage facilities and judicious trade
policies for the same.


One of the prime reasons behind high volatility in onion prices stems from a lack of storage facilities that have
not kept pace with rising production. Also, the traditional storage practices incur losses as high as 40 per cent.



Modern cold storages, as being set up by Allround India, a subsidiary of Allround Holland, and other such
companies, can bring down wastage within the 10-15 per cent range.



While a bulk of the storage has to be undertaken by the private sector, the state can do some stocking under a
price stabilisation fund. They can hire the services of specialised private sector agencies to carry out such
operations on the government’s behalf.



Trade policy can also help. In case of a bumper crop, promote exports and in case of a deficit crop, encourage
imports. This has to be done well in advance — as soon as one comes to know the advance estimates of
production.



Encouraging the setting up of onion dehydrating units and promote demand for dehydrated onions amongst large
consumers (restaurants, fast food chains, army, hospitals, etc) will be helpful. Gujarat has already emerged as the
main centre for dehydration units with 85 out of 100 units located there, while Maharashtra has just five units.



It can also promote and boost international trade. Dehydrated onions are being exported to Japan, Europe,
Russia, US and some African countries. The Ministry of Food Processing and state governments can encourage
entrepreneurs to avail grants for setting up onion dehydration and processing units.

Thus, instead of raiding traders or banning exports et al, the Centre and the states would do better if they promote
investment in scientific storage and processing facilities, and use trade policy more judiciously.

Q) Addressing structural issues in agricultural policy and allowing states greater
autonomy would help Indian agriculture revive itself. Analyse. (250 Words)
The Indian Express
Farmers in various parts of the country including Madhya Pardesh, Maharashtra have been agitating, seeking higher
support prices for their produce as well as waiver of loans among other demands.
The “one-size-fits-all” policy created for the farm sector is self-destructive in design and programmes meant to double
farmer incomes are collapsing.
Greater autonomy for states
1. Crop insurance scheme




The Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojna (PMFBY) is a classic case where the Central government shares part of
the premium subject to conditions.
To receive the Central government’s share, the state has to walk the dotted line, whether the region is rainfed or irrigated; whether the cropping density is less than 100 per cent or upwards of 200 per cent.
Simply allowing each state to design its own crop insurance scheme and yet receiving the Central government
share of the premium would yield the desired results.

2. Electronic Marketing


An incentive of Rs 75 lakh per mandi is given by the Centre to the states for linking each market with ENAM, the electronic platform for trading commodities.
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Much of the recorded turnover is, in fact, a sham. States like Haryana log in all FCI purchases as E-NAM
transactions.
Rather than force E-NAM on states, incentivising each state to have the electronic platform which meets
the basic criteria of interoperability with other states is the correct path.

3. Trade negotiations



Recently, worried by the way the Regional Economic Comprehensive partnership (RCEP) for trade within Asia
was shaping up, Central government shouldn’t negotiate international trade treaties on agriculture
commodities without the consent of state governments.
As per the Constitution of India, trade negotiations are under the purview of the Centre, even though
agriculture is in the domain of the states.

4. Fund transfer to states




The funds devolved to the states in a federal structure has to be looked at afresh by the 15th Finance
Commission but states are either innocent of the emergent contradictions or too financially dependent and
meek to challenge these notions
Each state needs to be nudged and funded to create a data bank and adopt a blockchain process for
government decision-making. Big data analytics will usher in improved governance and transparency.
Additionally, to prepare Indian farmers for global assimilation, funding for programmes such as the Rashtriya
Krishi Vikas Yojna and the sub-mission on agriculture mechanization should be doubled and the funding
ratio should be changed from 60:40 to 80:20, where the Central government’s contribution rises to 80 per
cent.

Indian agriculture is unique in itself so quick fixes to revive it will not suffice hence structural reforms in agriculture by
involving state governments into it will help to revive agriculture in better manner.

Q) The central government constituted a series of high-powered committees on
farmers’ suicides. Discuss the recommendations of these committees and comment
why the union government has not acted upon these recommendations. (250 Words)
The Indian Express
The Central government has constituted several high powered committees to solve the problem of distress of farmers.
The recommendations of these committees are as follows
Raise MSP


Ramesh Chand Committee Report of March 2015 said the Minimum Support Price (MSP) should be calculated
by computing farm labour at the skilled wage rate, calculating land rent at the actual rent without any ceiling,
calculating interest on working capital by including a factor relating to borrowing from non-institutional sources,
calculating interest on working capital for the whole and not half the crop season, by including in the cost of
cultivation post-harvest costs and by including the rate of inflation. If this is done, the MSP would rise by over 50
per cent



National Farmers Commission headed by M.S. Swaminathan that had made a similar recommendation decades
ago

Crop insurance


Ensure that each agricultural household is covered under the PMFBY and to make sure that each farmer gets paid
in case of farm loss.



This insurance scheme does not cover tenant farmers even though they constitute 50 per cent of farmers’
suicides in Andhra Pradesh and other states. They should be registered and given documents such as the Loan
Eligibility Cards as in AP and the Bhoomiheen Kisan Credit Card or the Certificate of Cultivator so that get crop
insurance, crop loss relief and other benefits.



The insurance schemes does not cover women farmers even though the National Farmers’ Commission
recommended decades ago that their names be included in the column of cultivators and concessions on
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registrations and stamp duty be granted to women to incentivise land transfers to them. M.S. Swaminathan had
even drafted a Women Farmers Entitlements Bill, 2011
Farm credit


Radhakrishna Committee (2007) on Agricultural Indebtedness: Indebtedness is the main cause for such an
extreme form of distress.



Rangarajan committee on Financial Inclusion (2008): 66% of Farmers continue resorting to informal sources of
credit.



The report of the Task Force on Credit Related Issues of Farmers (2009): hegemony of moneylenders is
continuing even after the introduction of doubling of farm credit policy.

Encourage organic farming


The central government-appointed Task Force on Organic and Non-Chemical Farming recommended in
2016 that all states should substitute chemical fertilisers with bio inputs in at least 10 per cent of the net
cultivated area (up from 1 per cent today) and provide high-quality organic seeds to farmers by 2025. However,
GM food giants like Monsanto have a more powerful lobby of MPs than organic farmers.

Trade policy be revised


The government should not allow cheap agricultural imports to contain inflation which adversely impacts the
domestic agricultural sector.

Q) What is permaculture? Can
Examine. (250 Words)

permaculture

make

agriculture

sustainable?

Down to Earth
Introduction:
Permaculture is the development of agricultural ecosystem intended to be self sufficient and sustainable.
Permaculture and agriculture
1. Use natural organic components


It reduces the cost of agriculture as it would be using all the natural components of the ecosystem than
conventional farming.

2. Waste converted to fertiliser


The waste generated is very less as the waste products are recycled and manured back to the earth which
are then used as natural fertilisers



It thus emits less soil pollution as it uses natural fertilisers, which increases the life of soil

3. Diversity of crops


Permaculture helps to produce diverse variety of crops which results in self sufficiency.



Diversity acts as a hedge against crop failures which often occurs in monocropping.

4. Carbon absorber


This acts as carbon sequestration and thus helps to mitigate effects of climate change.

However there are some issues as well.
1. Low yield


There is comparatively slow rate of growth of plants as compared to chemically grown crops

2. Low acceptance at highest levels


There is lack of govt incentives and R&D in permaculture



There is also lack of awareness about potential benefits of permaculture
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Topic: Infrastructure- Energy, Ports, Roads, Airports, Railways etc.
Q) Critically examine the features of Bharatmala Pariyojana (BMP) initiative and its
likely impact on economic growth of India. (150 Words)
Livemint
Introduction :- The Ministry of Road Transport and Highways has decided to develop around 1,900 km of roads as
green-field expressways out of which 800 km will be taken up in the Bharatmala Pariyojana Phase-I.
Features of Bharatmala Pariyojana (BMP) initiative :

It’s an umbrella project with the objective of optimal resource allocation for a holistic highway development
initiative.



The components of the Phase-I are Economic corridor development, Inter-corridor and feeder roads, National
corridor efficiency, Border and international connectivity roads, Coastal and port connectivity roads and
Expressways.



Bharatmala Pariyojana has been designed to bridge the gaps in the existing highways infrastructure so as to make
the movement of man and material more efficient.



It is aimed to solve issues related to traffic congestion, seamless cargo movement across ports and border area
connectivity.



Special attention has been paid to fulfil the connectivity needs of backward and tribal areas, areas of economic
activity, places of religious and tourist interest, border areas, coastal areas, port areas and trade routes with
neighbouring countries under the programme.

Impact on economy :

Bharatmala project will include economic corridors (9,000 km), inter-corridor and feeder route (6,000 km),
national corridors efficiency improvement (5,000 km), border roads and international connectivity (2,000 km),
coastal roads and port connectivity (2,000 km) and Greenfield expressways (800 km)



Bharatmala will provide NH linkage to 550 districts, as against around 300 Districts currently and be a major driver
for economic growth in the country.



Bharatmala Pariyojana will also help generate a large number of direct and indirect employments in the
construction activity, the development of highways amenities and also as part of the enhanced economic activity
in different parts of the country that will result from better road connectivity.



Bharatmala will also have a positive impact on the Logistic Performance Index (LPI) of the country.

However the road-building initiative was sorely needed but it does not represent acceleration in road-building, and is
unlikely to provide a big boost to the capital expenditure cycle.


The outlays of Rs6.92 trillion though sound optimistic if accounted with inflation does not appear to be a big
jump.



Even when viewed in terms of road length, the proposals do not amount to a significant increase. The central
government aims to build around 35,000km of new highways over the next five years however this is not an
ambitious target given that around 27,000km of national highways were added in the last five years.

Q) Recently, the Union ministry of power advised the Central Electricity Authority
(CEA) to set up a committee to look into issues related to open access and brought
out a consultation paper based on the committee’s findings. What do you understand
by open access? Examine the merits and demerits of this policy. (250 Words)
Livemint
Introduction :- Open Access means the non-discriminatory provision for the use of transmission lines or distribution
system or associated facilities with such lines or system by any licensee or consumer or a person engaged in generation
in accordance with the regulations specified by the Appropriate Commission.
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Salient features of OA


Commercial mechanism for transmission pricing for long , medium and short term open access including UI and
transactions through exchange.



Approval of open access for the desired quantum and period of supply.



Non-discriminatory open access.



Freedom for scheduling of power.



Freedom to revise the open access or cancellation thereof.



Policies could be different for ‘Advance Scheduling’, ‘Day-ahead Scheduling’ or ‘Booking of Open access’, as the
case may be.



Freedom to market that could boost the growth.



Appropriate settlement mechanism.

Categorization of open access customers


Long-term access customer :- A long-term open access customer is one who avails open access for a period of 12
years to 25 years.



Medium-term open access customer :- A medium-term open access customer is one who avails open access for
a period of 3 months to 3 years.



Short-term open access customer :- A short-term open access customer is one who avails open access for a period
upto one month at one time.

Open Access: Key Success Factors and advantages


It fosters competition and set the authorities free to access the electricity rather than asking for Discoms.



Control area demarcation & boundary metering is done to bring about transparency and efficiency.



Robust transmission system is in place.



Assessment of Transfer Capability is done.



Balancing mechanism is established.



Methodology for transmission charge sharing



Treatment of transmission losses can be improved.



Streamlined scheduling and settlement mechanism



Dispute redressal mechanism can be used to addressed the flaws and faults.

Negatives of open access :

Instead of being an avenue to allow large consumers choice of supplier on a sustained basis, open access has
become a way to allow such consumers to move back and forth between the discom and the market as and when
they want.



It also does not allow competitive suppliers to develop a stable customer base, defeating the purpose of open
access.



The term “open access” itself is a misnomer for consumer choice, muddling the discussion. Open access to the
T&D network is required by generators and suppliers, but not by consumers.



While open access is a prerequisite for choice, consumer choice is about more than open access. Choice also
requires well-defined rules that govern the relationship between the discom and the consumer exercising choice,
defining the rights and responsibilities of each. Not enough attention has been paid to these rules in state
regulations.
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Q) Shale is OPEC’s nemesis. Discuss. Also examine how does increase in shale output
in North America benefit India. (150 Words)
The Hindu
Bloomberg
Introduction :- Shale oil is an unconventional oil produced from oil shale rock fragments by pyrolysis, hydrogenation,
or thermal dissolution. These processes convert the organic matter within the rock (kerogen) into synthetic oil and
gas. The resulting oil can be used immediately as a fuel or upgraded to meet refinery feedstock specifications by
adding hydrogen and removing impurities such as sulfur and nitrogen. The refined products can be used for the same
purposes as those derived from crude oil.
Shale is OPEC’s nemesis :

In the past, North American producers of shale brought a multi-year bull market in oil to an abrupt end.



Since then, OPEC has struggled to maintain control over oil prices except for brief spells.



The American shale industry has been let free to increase production in response to higher prices, thus imposing
a cap on the price of oil.



There are no signs yet of a structural change in the oil market to suggest that it could be any different this time.



Shale producers have continued to pump more oil into the market as crude prices have crossed the $50 mark.

How India will get benefitted with increased production of shale :

India has derived huge benefits from lower oil prices since 2014, with the government’s fiscal management and
inflation-targeting being rendered a lot easier.



India, which is the fourth largest consumer of oil, is a big beneficiary of falling oil prices. The reduced prices will
not only lower the import bill but also help save foreign exchange. As per rough estimates, a $10 fall in crude
could reduce the current account deficit by approximately 0.5% of GDP and the fiscal deficit by around 0.1% of
GDP.



The world supply of oil increased and US which was importing 9-10 million barrels per day (mbpd) now no longer
does so because of its own shale oil production. Supply has also increased with countries such as Iraq producing
more oil. Demand has, however, slowed down from Asia and Europe.

The oil price fall has created huge volatility in world markets including India, which is not insulated from the contagion
effects of this development. However, the silver lining for India is that when the dust settles down, the capital
earmarked for emerging markets and BRICs economies, is likely to flow into India given its relative attraction compared
to a weakening Brazil on falling iron-ore prices or a collapsing Russia reeling under this oil price fall.

Q) Why is India, the country with the world’s third largest coal reserves , facing coal
shortages? Examine why and suggest measures to overcome shortages. (150 Words)
Livemint
Introduction :- Coal mining in India began in 1774 when John Sumner and Suetonius Grant Heatly of the East India
Company commenced commercial exploitation in the Raniganj Coalfield along the Western bank of Damodar river. As
on 31 March 2015, India had estimated coal reserves of 306.6 billion metric tons (338.0 billion short tons).
Due to high demand and poor average quality, India is forced to import high quality coal to meet the requirements of
steel plants. India’s coal imports have risen from 43.08 million metric tons in 2006-07 to 199.88 million metric tons in
2015-16.
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Reasons due to which India is
facing coal shortages :

To produce the coal is only
one part of the process.
Transporting the coal to the
power plants is another
challenge altogether. India
has a vast railway network,
yet connectivity from the
coal mines to the power
plants on the coastal regions
is a major bottleneck.



Problems in mining :- Mining
has faced multiple problems
in recent years. There have
been problems in acquiring
land for new mines and
delays
in
government
approvals. Increased judicial
scrutiny following corruption
scandals in the allotment of
mining
blocks
and
environmental degradation
caused by illegal mining have
made matters worse.



Environment and forest
clearances
and
land
acquisition problems pose
the biggest challenges to
mining, impact of open cast
mining, thermal heating of
surroundings etc. becomes
hurdle
in
full
fledge
extraction of coal.



The international price for coal has lowered considerably in the last several years as has the shipping freight
charges. Imported high-energy coal is now a lower cost than similar coal purchased from Coal India for a large
number of coal-fired power plants. Hence rather than investing in technologies that can extract coal domestically
India opt for import of coal.

Way forward :

Allow more private players in coal mining or as mining operators.



Allow private coal users to own or lease and run their own private rakes.



Allow road movement of coal in addition to rail, at least in the monsoon months.
This is prohibited on environmental grounds, but during the rainy season it should
be less of a hazard.



Increase the penalty for FSA non-compliance.



Make it mandatory for power companies to have a minimum inventory of, say, two
weeks of coal at all times.



Speed up completion of rail links from pitheads to nearby power users on high
priority.
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Since electrons travel smoothly and without pollution, improve the national grid for electricity so that surplus
power is never stranded, unlike surplus coal at pitheads.

Last, improve the health of discoms. This last suggestion is actually a big reform agenda already initiated as UDAY
(Ujwal Discom Assurance Yojana). Let’s not forget that coal is an integral and large part of our energy for the
foreseeable future.
Additional info :-

Q) What do you understand by solar irrigation? Examine the benefits of the Solar
Power as a Remunerative Crop (SPaRC) model compared to other solar irrigation
models. (150 Words)
EPW
Introduction :- Farmers can produce energy from sun, wind or biomass and can use this for themselves or sell surplus
to companies.
Solar Irrigation :

Solar energy is one of the easiest ways for farmers to produce energy



It is the use of solar energy for pumping out ground water and for irrigation in place of traditional diesel pumps
or use of grid power(electricity)



Irrigation is the area that benefits most from solar energy because using sun for irrigation represent a virtuous
cycle when sun shrines it feeds the irrigation systems exactly when crops need more water. More energy is
available when it is needed more.



Number of solar pumps has grown tremendously Rs. 7500 in 2010 to Rs 10000 in 2015-16

What is SPaRC :

Its solar irrigation model where solar power is used as remunerative crop, in the sense that the surplus solar
energy is resold to companies to add farmers income.



SPICE :- Worlds first Solar Pump Irrigation Co-Operative Enterprise Dhundi village Gujarat. Since May 2016



SPARC Model :- Solar power as a renumerative crop model of Dhundi SPICE. Solar pumps continues to run and so
water pumping into farms continues whether farmers need to irrigate or not.



To avoid this Dhundi SPICE developed SPARC model, where farmers pool their surplus solar energy and sell it to
Madhya Gujarat Vij Company Ltd. (MGVCL) the local power discom under 25 years power purchase agreement .
In return theses farmers have surrendered their rights of subsidised grid power connection for 25 years



Solar power as a cash crop :- No seeds, fertilizers, pesticides, irrigation, labour needed. Discoms as ready buyer
at assured price without risks of climate conditions, price drops, pests, diseases etc.
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Benefits :

It controls ground water overexploitation through incentivising farmers for its conservation.



Prevents wastage of surplus solar energy through channelizing it properly.



It is in line with governments policy of Doubling farmer income till 2022 by



Savings from high maintenance charges of diesel pumps



Income from sale of irrigation services to other farmers.



Income from sale of solar energy to discoms.



For distribution companies :- It will reduce subsidy burden, also enhance chances of gaining renewable energy
certificates as pro renewable purchase obligations entity



Prom Poor water market :- This will halve irrigation cost for buyers of solar power.



Carbon Footprints :- Solarising India’s electric tubewells will reduce Annual GHG emissions by 4-5%. It will help
India meet it’s committed INDC as part of Paris Agreements.



Contribution to Smart Grid Management.



It is an acceptable way to end power subsidies in India

Drawbacks :

Capital investment for solar panels and other accessories is required.



Land footprints of solar panels is huge which hampers the space for farming.

Other Solar irrigation models and their drawbacks as compared to SPaRC :

Discoms centred model :- This is current policy in all state. It promotes solar pumps with attractive capital cost
subsidy to farmers wait listed for grid power connections with supposed benefits of saving subsidy burden on
Discoms. But there is no overall benefits as it adds to the existing diesel or electric pumps rather than replacing
them



Developer centred farmer dedicated solar plant :- It is being implemented by NGO Prayas Maharashtra. It deploys
tail end solar power plants on panchayat land where feeders are separated. These grid tied plants supply free
anytime power to farmers while surplus flows back to grid to meet the deficit.
Benefits :- It is cheaper than individual solar pumps. Energy efficiency is gained in agri power usage . No subsidies
are needed and help Discom’s RPO.
Drawbacks :- There is no incentive for energy and water conservation. No offerings of income flow to farmers
but developers.



Developer centred distributed models :- It is Karnataka, Gujrat draft policy. Developers companies provide free
solar energy to farmers for limited period. Surplus power sold to discoms.
Benefits :- It provides power to farmers. PRO meet by discoms is made. Developers also saves on land cost
Drawbacks :- There is no incentive for energy and water conservation. There is no income flows to farmers.

Way Forward :There is need to promote farmer centric models of solar irrigation like SPaRC where no duality of management and
ownership, farmers have full stake in power management. It further encourages efficient use of solar energy and
ground water. The need of hour is to make it more scalable and bankable with higher capital cost subsidy.
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Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and effects in everyday
life
Q) Discuss the role of technology, especially data, in tackling modern slavery. (150
Words)
Livemint
Introduction :- Slavery was abolished by most countries 150 years ago, but bonded and forced labour, trafficking and
exploitation persist. A September report by the International Labour Organization estimated that in 2016, 40 million
people were victims of modern slavery, every fourth of whom was a child. The United Nations estimates that roughly
27 to 30 million individuals are currently caught in the slave trade industry.
Contemporary slavery takes many forms, from women forced into prostitution, to child slavery in agriculture supply
chains or whole families working for nothing to pay off generational debts.
Role of technology in tackling modern slavery :

Different digital capabilities can be used like cyber trafficking curbed by creating a systematic local database and
sharing it at local level it will help in recognizing irregularities and law enforcement agencies can be more efficient.
The prosecution and conviction of Ross Ulbricht, founder of Silk Road website, is evidence of the success of such
a systematic approach.



The initial steps in combating trafficking are the receipt of information of perpetration, investigation and
prosecution. Victims are often smuggled using public transport and this can be made into an effective tool in
identifying plausible instances. Such physical crackdown will help in developing comprehensive database.



Co operation among all stakeholders like transportation modes of flights, ships, border security forces on
international borders, victims themselves involved in crime can be very useful in creating frequent routes,
timings, ways used for slave trafficking and identification of hotspots for future crackdowns.

International commitment to fight slavery is evident from Target 8.7 of the Sustainable Development Goals, which
seeks to end human trafficking, modern slavery and forced labour. Indian governments steps like PENCIL portal, Khoya
Paya portal and TRACKCHILD portal, resistration of Adhaar cards etc are steps in right direction.
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Additional information :Other measures to be taken :

Verifying the legal standing of the suppliers with which an organization works. This includes reviewing registration
documents, audited financial statements, shareholder and director lists and former trading names.



Conducting a media audit on the company to find any news coverage that indicates a negative third-party track
record.



Reviewing regulatory, litigation and bankruptcy databases in the jurisdictions where the supplier is registered and
operates.

Efforts worldwide to eradicate modern day slavery :The governments credited with the strongest response to modern slavery are the Netherlands, the United States,
the United Kingdom, Sweden, Australia, Portugal, Croatia, Spain, Belgium, Germany and Norway. U.S. Trafficking
Victims Protection Act of 2000, U.S. California Transparency in Supply Chains Act of 2010, UK Modern Slavery Act of
2015 and the Trade Facilitation and Trade Enforcement Act of 2016
Indian states, however, are making commendable strides and innovating in their crackdown methods. Maharashtra,
for instance, has 12 special cells for tracking illicit trade and a Crime and Criminal Tracking Network to connect police
stations across the state. The mandatory registration of placement agencies in Jharkhand and Chhattisgarh adds an
impediment to forced outmigration and gives law enforcement agencies more backing to shut an illicit operation.

Q) In your opinion, why do diseases such as malaria and TB persist across the globe?
Discuss the recent advances in science and technology made to fight these infectious
diseases. (250 Words)
The Hindu
In the recent times communicable diseases such as malaria , TB etc has played havoc globally leading to increased
burden of diseases, burden on exchequer, increased mortality etc.
Why do such diseases persists globally?
1. Global warming


Rise in global temperature has increased population of mosquitoes as these are now more adapted to resist.

2. Poor health funding




Lack of financial support from the government to curb the menace eg India spends merely 1.3% of GDP on
its health expenditure as compared to global norm of 6%
This leads to lack of infrastructure such as adequate pathology labs, detection kits, proper drainage system,
fogging etc.
Active transmission in overcrowded hospitals is also a reason.

3. Underreporting



Social stigmas such as fear of isolation, stress from the society etc results in less number of cases being
reported
This leads to lack of data about patients suffering from the diseases

4. Lack of information


Patients discontinue the regimen in between the prescribed course which is leading to multi drug resistance.

5. Unplanned urbanisation


Increased urbanization has led to explosion of slums leading to unhygienic conditions in these areas and
increase burden of diseases.
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Recent advances in S&T to fight against these infectious diseases include


Membrane to filter sewage which helps to filter water.



High energy waves to combat mosquito problems



Development of cheap and affordable early detection kits eg X-PERT by India



Biotechnology has made it possible to develop sterile mosquitoes into the environment to curb the population



Nano technology has allowed targeted delivery of drugs



Big Data can be a great tool for data collection

Way forward


Create awareness among the masses about multi drug resistance



Creating infrastructure in terms of labs, detection kits, proper drainage facilities etc



PPPs, philanthropic activities needs to be promoted



International collaboration to tackle communicable diseases. Organisations such as the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation can pool and channel funds to develop new drugs



Increase expenditure on health services as per global norms

Indian government has taken some proactive measures such as Swachh Bharat Abhiyan, Smart Cities, RNTCP, DOTS
PRGORAM etc to protect people from encountering such diseases

Q) What do you understand by smart contracts in banking? It is said that based on
blockchain technology, smart contracts can make banking more secure and
frictionless. Examine. (250 Words)
Livemint
Introduction:
Smart contracts are programmable contracts that automatically execute when pre-defined conditions are met without
a third party between individual participants.
Smart contracts, enabled by blockchain or distributed ledgers, have been held up as a cure for many of the problems
associated with traditional financial contracts, which are simply not geared up for the digital age.
Smart contract can make banking more secure and frictionless in following ways


Smart contract have virtually no room for breaching on the agreement unlike traditional contract.



Smart contract operation are less time consuming and the transaction cost associated with such contracts are
more.



KYC norms of each and every individual can be shared to one bank and securely uploaded on the blockchain,
thereafter shared with the other banks once the trigger is generated by the customer because of permissioned
block chain.



No delays for insurance payment like for verifiable claims like delayed flights, motor accidents or death.



Smart contracts brings authorized third parties in a single window with insures and insured.



Smart contracts can record the collateral information of individual with block chain, so easier for loan processing.



In trading and settlement of syndicated loans, corporate clients could benefit from shorter settlement cycles.

Challenges


Shortage of efficient personnel for handling such technology.



Such technology needs high gestation cost but low running cost.
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Block chain technology used in smart contracts in banking require high performance computing grid, which are
very less in number in India.

Conclusion
Smart contracts present an exciting, transformative opportunity for the financial services industry. So we should look
forward in a comprehensive manner about smart contracts in banking.

Q) What are biotoilets? Are they effective in managing sanitation problem in trains?
Examine the alternatives that Indian railways can explore. (250 Words)
Down to Earth
Introduction:
Bio toilet is a waste management solution which reduces solid human waste to bio-gas and water, with the help of a
bacterial Inoculum. Biological decomposition of human waste is done in bio-digester tanks with the help of anaerobic
bacteria.
It is a toilet attached to a fermentation tank containing a liquid consortium of bacteria both aerobic or anaerobic
developed by DRDO.
Why Biotoilets are effective in Indian railways?


Indian Railways is often described as the world’s biggest toilet: It ejects around 3,980 tonnes of faecal matter,
equivalent of 497 truck-loads, onto rail tracks every day, according to a report of Comptroller and Auditor General
(CAG) in 2013. So Bio toilet is an effective solution which has greater aim at zero defection in to ground.



It requires less maintenance and is simple in design.



As there is no need of oxygen and sunlight for processing, it is very stable and effective in use.



It can be used for longer periods.

Why Bio toilet is not an effective solution?


Bio toilets is not an effective way to handle, and the water discharge is not better than raw sewage.



Using compounded bacteria, degradation in bio toilets start but the compounded bacteria are from Antarctica
not from any local atmosphere.



Lifting bio toilets in trains once fitted with human waste a huge task.



As people are not accustomed to using bio toilets, they often become as garbage box, and thus used for spitting
gutkha or throwing tea bags which are difficult to degrade.



Clearance certificate to import bacteria for bio toilets from NBA acts as a roadblock in managing sanitation in
trains.



Recent studies show that there is no difference between septic tank and bio toilets

Alternate solutions


Use of water less toilets and dry toilets instead of bio toilets.



Use microwaves to activate plasma gasification. The gas is then stored in a fuel cell for electricity, while excess
heat is re-used to dry waste.



Use air-flow and natural heat to kill pathogens and dry waste until it becomes a benign material that can be dug
into the soil.



In composting toilets, human waste is biologically decomposed in a moist environment by micro organisms.



Solar energy working toilets are also one of the solutions.



Incinerating toilets are a solution which are waterless, self contained system that do not discharge any effluent.
They rely on electricity, propane etc to burn human waste into sterile ash.
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Chemical toilets in which water is mixed with chemical preservatives which stops biological activity and prevent
decomposition



Waterless urinals which trap water under a layer of oil and sealing it into the waste pipe



Dry toilets which separates dry from liquid waste that is than stored in a compostible bags.

Q) Bitcoin is a digital currency that liberates innovation which helps consumers free
themselves from punishing government regulations globally. Critically comment.
(250 Words)
The Indian Express
What is bitcoin?


Bitcoins are “mined” by players by solving complex mathematical puzzles that require combining guesses with
running algorithms. Each step creates a block of transactions linked or chained to the puzzle in the previous
block—hence the term “blockchain”. When the puzzle is solved the miner is rewarded with an allocation of
bitcoins.



However, the process of generating new bitcoins is planned and the total volume to be generated is capped.



The cap is 21 million bitcoins and the pace of their generation is adjusted downwards so that the cap is reached
only in 2140. As of now, around 16.7 million bitcoins have been released.



Launched in 2009, the role of bitcoin has always been in question

Arguments in favour
1. Competition to national currencies good



Enthusiasts argue that cryptocurrencies like bitcoin are rapidly transforming into mainstream money that
will offer serious competition to national currencies issued by central banks.
Decentralised management by a community that can ensure integrity through verification of transactions
over a “public”, peer-to-peer network

2. Excellent returns




Extraordinary return the digital currency has given investors as its price has witnessed a meteoric rise, from
just a few cents in 2010 to hit a lifetime high of over $11,000 last week. In 2017 alone, bitcoin price has
increased by over 1000%.
Other cryptocurrencies like Ethereum too have shown equally impressive gains and falls, particularly over
the last year.
Therefore they see bitcoin’s current price rise as merely a reflection of its bright future as a stateless currency.

3. Protect identity


One advantage of the currency is that transactions involving movements of large volumes of money across
space and borders can be conducted without revealing the identity of the transactor.

Arguments against
1. Financial bubble



Sceptics, however, have pointed to the Tulip Bubble of the 17th century and Internet stocks of the late
1990s as cautionary examples.
Prices are clearly being driven by speculation, as there is no underlying asset to back them. Further, rising
prices will attract more people to start such currencies and invest in them. This will increase the contact of
virtual currencies with formal finance, and developments in this market would affect the financial system.

2. Acceptability low



Bitcoin, or any other cryptocurrency, is nowhere close to widespread use as a medium that helps in the
exchange of goods and services.
A Morgan Stanley research note concluded that bitcoin’s acceptance “is virtually zero”.
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In itself there was no reason to expect that bitcoin would emerge as an alternative asset, since there was
nothing endowing it with value other than the state of demand relative to the limited quantity being put into
the market.
So long as that demand was restricted to those from the “bitcoin community”, the virtual currency had little
value in terms of real currency.

3. Affects investment in areas wherever required


An increase in the use of such instruments could also affect financial intermediation, investment and
growth. Therefore, it is important for policymakers to carefully evaluate the potential costs and benefits of a
possible rise in the use of unregulated cryptocurrencies.

4. Financial instability




If automated risk management, smart contracts, and similar tools are deployed across a network, cascades
of rapid and hard-to-control obligations and liquidity flows could propagate across a network
This interdependence will likely call for creative organizational thinking to address the need for governance
and strong risk management.
A central bank manages the supply and cost of money in the system to attain maximum growth with price
stability. But in the world of unregulated cryptocurrencies, central banks may find it difficult to manage the
level of economic activity.

5. Financial avenue for criminals due to identity security



Criminals of various kinds have been using the currency to transfer funds.
For example, demand for bitcoins initially rose because drug dealers were making payments with the
currency on the Silk Road website. Since then there have been many reports about the links between illegal
activities and the bitcoin market.

Topic: Awareness in the field of IT, Space, Computers, biotechnology
Q) “If we don’t have a system that gives everyone a chance to gain the necessary
skills, differences in education and family background will lead to even greater
inequality.” Discuss in the context of fears being expressed about computers
replacing humans in workplaces. (250 Words)
Livemint
Introduction :- The IT services industry alone is set to lose 6.4 lakh low-skilled positions to automation by 2021.
Automation threatens 69% of the jobs in India, while it’s 77% in China, according to a World Bank research.
In India fear of automation and computerization becomes still difficult situation owing to fact that we have 22% BPL
people and we are experiencing demographic dividend. We are requiring 1.5 crore non agricultural job per year.
Skilling is as low as less than 3% in India and difference between the education and family backgrounds leads to greater
inequality if we don’t have a system that gives everyone a chance to gain necessary skills all these inequalities are
bound to take horrible form.
Efforts needs to be taken like :

Implementing the current schemes and policies of government like Skill India, Start Up India and Stand Up India,
MUDRA etc



Bridging the divide created on basis of education and family background. Providing English medium education,
spreading software skilling since school through computer labs.



Implementing reservation policy with suitable modifications and making it more inclusive to advance the weaker
sections of society.



Making the higher educational institutions more relevant to present market and industry needs is important by
linking academia, vocational centers and corporates. Currently only 18% engineers are employable.
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Tying up with international countries like Singapore to make India skill capital of the world. Opening Global Skill
centers in four main cities of states to have regionally balanced skilling.



Roping in NGO and Civil Society like Udyogini, Swayam Shikshan Prayog in order to create chains of rural
entrepreneurs

Q) It is said that we need global norms to address the rise of machine autonomy in
armed conflict. Discuss the issues posed by the rise of autonomous machines and the
challenges of regulating their role in conflicts. (250 Words)
The Hindu
Introduction :- Recently United Nations (UN) group of experts in Geneva kicks off the first formal inter-governmental
discussion on what machine autonomy means for the laws of armed conflict and the future of international security.
Throughout history, the capacity to wield new technologies from gunpowder to nuclear weapons to long-range
missiles has changed how wars are fought, and the strategic balance between attack and defence maintained.
However the increased use of machines in warfare posses many issues :

With concept of Artificial intelligence on rise the concepts like killer robots and conscious synths demanding their
rightful place in society. The American tech billionaire Elon Musk and over 100 others recently signed a letter
warning that the weaponisation of AI-based technologies risks opening a Pandora’s box.



Questions as legal liability when autonomous vehicles share the streets with pedestrians, predictive analytics
subverting due process, and the algorithmic entrenchment of human biases are also being taken into
considerations.



The major powers are developing autonomous missiles and drones that will hunt ships, subs, and tanks, and
piecing together highly automated battle networks that will confront each other and have the capability of
operating without human control. This is leading to arms race and humanity is moving towards destructivity.



Unethicality is very much involved in machine use in armed warfare. Autonomous weapons could malfunction,
kill innocents, and nobody be held responsible.

Owing to all above issues their regulation must be done in order to keep check on their misuse, overuse. But there are
many challenges in this :

In spite of the fact that laws and regulations for their use are in place they get frequently violated and bended.



Self interest of global powers to maintain their dominant position in world through increased production and use
of machines in armed conflicts will not allow them to develop comprehensive and egalitarian rules for their
regulation.



Their increasingly complex developments and multifold advance functions of machines day by day makes it
challenging to regulate them completely.

Q) The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) plans to privatise the operations
of its popular Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV) by 2020. Examine the rationale
behind this plan and also its merits and demerits. (150 Words)
The Wire
Introduction :- In order to step up the launch capacity within the country, ISRO is in the process of exploring the
possibility of involving Indian industry in a greater role to meet the increased national requirements and possible
commercial demand for launch services. Discussions are being held with the Indian industry towards formulating a
plan & strategy to enhance the capacity and capability of managing the Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV)
programme on an end to end basis.
Rational behind it :

ISRO has been pursuing a conscious approach of building up and nurturing the industrial capabilities in the
country to maximally support the Indian Space Programme.
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Through appropriate transfer of technology and hand-holding, ISRO is making focused efforts to consolidate and
enhance participation of Indian industries for manufacturing and production of space related hardware such as
rocket engine & stages, propellant tanks, spacecraft structures, solar panels, thermal control systems, electronic
packages etc., required for satellites and launch vehicles.

Merit of this move :

A number of private players have shown interest and promise in the Indian space programme, and a few of them
are interested in their own launch vehicles. Privatizing the operation of the rocket would free up ISRO to focus
on more cutting-edge missions.



ISRO is severely constrained to meet the ever-increasing demands from over 60 central departments, 29 states
and thousands of private sector companies hence urging the domestic industry to come forward and help
augment the manufacture and launch of satellites will help ISRO.



The nascent private space industry in India will not only provide services within the country but also
opportunities for services in the neighboring countries and other parts of the globe.

Demerits of this move :

The efficacy and efficiency attained by ISRO needs to be maintained in order to keep it’s standard intact in world.
Privatization efforts will require very careful attention in this.



Privatizing such benchmark product of ISRO may hamper the trust and credibility of national institute. Hence
outright privatization need to be evaluated on cost benefit analysis.



Such exercise will require well defined laws, rules, procedures, norms in place for which current establishments
are not ready.

Privatization of PSLV comes with it’s own advantages and disadvantages. However it is a welcome step is implemented
with right spirit. Privatizing PSLV operations and outsourcing hardware manufacturing will not just free up ISRO to
focus on more nation-building missions, but also create a vibrant Indian space market.
This is very much in keeping with the global trend. Premier national space agencies such as NASA or ESA or JAXA do
not engage in commercial manufacture of communications satellites or leasing transponders. They instead focus on
building next generation R&D capabilities and possibilities, leaving the private sector to take care of
commercialization.

Q) What are bots? How are they shaping internet today? Examine. (150 Words)
The Hindu
Introduction :- An Internet bot, also known as web robot, WWW robot or simply bot, is a software application that
runs automated tasks (scripts) over the Internet. Typically, bots perform tasks that are both simple and structurally
repetitive, at a much higher rate than would be possible for a human alone. The largest use of bots is in web
spidering (web crawler), in which an automated script fetches, analyses and files information from web servers at
many times the speed of a human. More than half of all web traffic is made up of bots.
Positive role of bots :One of the typical good bot uses is to gather information. Bots in such guises are called web crawlers. Another good
use is automatic interaction with instant messaging, instant relay chat, or assorted other web interfaces. Dynamic
interaction with websites is yet another way bots are used for positive purposes.
Negative role of bots:Malicious bots are defined as self-propagating malware that infects its host and connects back to a central server(s).
The server functions as a command and control center for a botnet, or a network of compromised computers and
similar devices. Malicious bots have the worm-like ability to self-propagate and can also:


Gather passwords



Log keystrokes



Obtain financial information
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Relay spam



Capture and analyze packets



Launch DoS attacks



Open back doors on the infected computer



Exploit back doors opened by viruses and worms

Bots are usually used to infect large numbers of computers. These computers form a botnet or a bot network.
Their role in shaping internet today:

Last year was the first time in history that bots outnumbered people on the web. According to research from
Distil Networks, almost 60% of 2014’s web traffic consisted of automated bits of code, 23% of which exist to do
dirty work for fraudsters and hackers.



Facebook uses bots to grab the headline, first paragraph, and image from a story when you share it on your news
feed. Meanwhile, Google uses bots to crawl and catalog the web so when you run a search, the site can deliver
appropriate results.



But hackers also use bots for all sorts of nefarious reasons, from lifting credit card numbers from an online store
to scraping the text off an article and posting it on some random blog.



Bad bots make up 78% of the traffic put out by Amazon, whose simple-to-setup cloud services power much of
the web. T-Mobile, China Mobile, China Telecom, and China Unicom are being overrun by bad bots on the mobile
web.

Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella has said, “Bots are the new apps.” Interestingly, according to technology research and
advisory firm Gartner, by 2021 more than 50% of enterprises will be spending more per annum on bots and chatbot
creations than traditional mobile app developments. Hence their proper regulation and use is necessary. Simple steps
like not jailbreaking devices, making sure to research apps before one install them and closing programs that one is
not running. On the desktop, it means never using the same username and password combination twice, only entering
the credit card information on secure sites, keeping the software (including browser plugins) up to date, and actually
installing virus software will help.

Q) What is DNA barcoding? Discuss their applications, especially in conservation.
(250 Words)
Down to Earth
DNA barcoding is a taxonomic method that uses short genetic marker to identify the particular species it belongs to.
DNA form a standardized region of the genome and that DNA sequence can be used to identify different species. DNA
barcoding is thus used to identify unknown samples by looking at a preexisting classification
Applications
1. Containing illegal trade of various species



Natural resource managers can monitor illegal trade of products made of natural resources like hardwood
trees.
It identifies species even from minute amount of tissue which can help tackling problems like illegal trade of
endangered species.

2. Available for both plants and animals



Previous techniques like CO1 Cytochrome C Oxidase with 1 gene is only applicable for determining animal
species whereas DNA barcoding is applicable to both plant and animal species.
DNA barcoding can be used to identify unknown samples by looking at previous classification.

3. Monitoring Water Quality


Barcoding can be used by environmental agencies to improve determination of quality and to create better
policies which can ensure safe supply of drinking water.
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4. Controlling Agricultural Pest


It can help in identifying pests in any stage of life making easier to control them saving farmers from cost of
billion dollars from pest damage.

5. Identifying Disease Vectors


It allows non ecologists to identify the vector species that can cause serious infectious diseases to animals
and humans, to understand these diseases and cure them. For eg., global mosquito barcoding initiative

6. Identification of medical plants


DNA barcoding can be used to identifying the important medicinal plant.

As DNA barcoding has numerous application, so promoting awareness among research scholar to do research in the
area of DNA barcoding along with making Barcode of Life Data Systems (BOLD) database completely free will be a
proactive solution.

Q) What do you understand by net neutrality? Discuss the nature and significance
of net neutrality recommendations made by TRAI. (250 Words)
Livemint
The Hindu


Net Neutrality refers to the unbiased treatment of all internet websites, portals and services by an internet service
provide (ISP) in matters of allocating bandwidth and traffic. Net neutrality is at the core of an open Internet that
does not allow for content discrimination by ISPs.



Net neutrality is the principle that Internet service providers must treat all data on the Internet the same, and
not discriminate or charge differently by user, content, website, platform, application, type of attached
equipment, or method of communication.



For instance, under these principles, internet service providers are unable to intentionally block, slow down or
charge money for specific websites and online content.



The term was coined by Columbia University media law professor Tim Wu in 2003, as an extension of the
longstanding concept of a common carrier, which was used to describe the role of telephone systems.



As India aspires to become a $1 trillion digital economy, net neutrality in which services on the internet must be
equally accessible to all, and accessible at the same speed and cost becomes critical.

Arguments in favour
1. Built into structure of internet itself


Net neutrality inviolability has been built into the structure of the Internet itself — in its layers and
protocols that allow for seamless access to any networked device in the world irrespective of the nature of
the physical infrastructure that has built the network.

2. Beneficial to startups




It prevents discrimination against small entrepreneurs, fosters the spirit of competition and merit, nurtures
the democratic nature of internet, provides fertile ground for innovation, and research and development,
and protects the privacy.
Any infringement would end up discriminating against innovative internet platforms and application service
providers who do not have the financial wherewithal to enter into such alliances.
The storied success of 5,200-odd tech start-ups has captured prominent mindshare. With them rest
innovative ideas (read mobile/internet apps) that can change our lives. Any form of constriction will hurt this
ecosystem irredeemably. Net neutrality is critical precisely because its absence means that a new start-up
would be at a disadvantage vis a vis an established player.
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3. Control over lives if principle is not adhered to



Compromise in net neutrality will lead to control of internet by a few corporation. Big Data, Artificial
Intelligence and Cryptocurrencies functions over internet only. Control of these technologies can gain them
a disproportionate and all-encompassing power over society.
Almost all human activities are part of the internet. Personal relations, marriage, media, social media,
communication, politics, entertainment, sports, stock market, health, education and so on, all make use of
internet in one way or another way.

Arguments against net neutrality
1. Investment in internet infra disincentivised



Broadband content should be regulated as a service delivery much like phone services are.
Net neutrality dis-incentivised ISPs from improving or increasing investment in Internet infrastructure.

2. Declining profits of telecos



However, we must not lose sight of the fact that telcos too need sustenance. Applications which use the voice
over internet protocol (VoIP), have managed to cannibalize a part of the traditional voice-based traffic,
putting inordinate pressure on telcos’ bottom lines.
While voice revenues have shown a decline, data revenues have shown significant growth and acceleration
as well, thus a digital economy can become a reality only if telcos make adequate investments to augment
their existing networks to cater to the explosion of data traffic.

Conclusion


The way internet has been weaved through our social, political and economic fabric it becomes imperative to
have net neutrality.



Any strategy that aims to enhance operational viability or flexibility of telecom service providers (TSPs) at the cost
of crippling the start-up and entrepreneurial ecosystem would have been short-sighted.



The recommendations by the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) will promote every citizen’s equitable
access to the internet, as well as ensure a level playing field for services providers to innovate and customize in
India.

Q) Should central banks start introducing and regulating their own digital
currencies ? Comment. (150 Words)
The Hindu
Cryptocurrencies in India


Reserve Bank of India has banned transactions in India using cryptocurrencies.



In other words, while one can buy and sell cryptocurrencies on online exchanges, they can’t be used to pay for
goods and services within the country.

Why regulation of cryptocurrency needed ?
Cryptocurrency a reality now


As cryptocurrencies are here to stay, the only way to regulate their value and quantity is for central banks to
issue their own digital currencies.

Central bank could determine value


While the value of digital currencies such as bitcoin are market-determined, depending on what somebody is
willing to pay, a central bank-backed digital currency will have its value controlled to an extent by the central
bank itself, much like any other major currency in the world.

Save cost of printing money


It will save the apex bank huge expenditure on printing physical currency.
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Arguments in favour Competition to national currencies good


Enthusiasts argue that cryptocurrencies like bitcoin are rapidly transforming into mainstream money that will
offer serious competition to national currencies issued by central banks.



Decentralised management by a community that can ensure integrity through verification of transactions over a
“public”, peer-to-peer network

Excellent returns


Extraordinary return the digital currency has given investors as its price has witnessed a meteoric rise, from just
a few cents in 2010 to hit a lifetime high of over $11,000 last week. In 2017 alone, bitcoin price has increased by
over 1000%.



Other cryptocurrencies like Ethereum too have shown equally impressive gains and falls, particularly over the
last year.



Therefore they see bitcoin’s current price rise as merely a reflection of its bright future as a stateless currency.

Protect identity


One advantage of the currency is that transactions involving movements of large volumes of money across space
and borders can be conducted without revealing the identity of the transactor.

Arguments against Financial bubble


Sceptics, however, have pointed to the Tulip Bubble of the 17th century and Internet stocks of the late 1990s as
cautionary examples.



Prices are clearly being driven by speculation, as there is no underlying asset to back them. Further, rising prices
will attract more people to start such currencies and invest in them. This will increase the contact of virtual
currencies with formal finance, and developments in this market would affect the financial system.

Affects investment in areas wherever required


An increase in the use of such instruments could also affect financial intermediation, investment and growth.
Therefore, it is important for policymakers to carefully evaluate the potential costs and benefits of a possible rise
in the use of unregulated cryptocurrencies.

Financial instability


If automated risk management, smart contracts, and similar tools are deployed across a network, cascades of
rapid and hard-to-control obligations and liquidity flows could propagate across a network



This interdependence will likely call for creative organizational thinking to address the need for governance and
strong risk management.



A central bank manages the supply and cost of money in the system to attain maximum growth with price
stability. But in the world of unregulated cryptocurrencies, central banks may find it difficult to manage the level
of economic activity.

Financial avenue for criminals due to identity security


Criminals of various kinds have been using the currency to transfer funds.



For example, demand for bitcoins initially rose because drug dealers were making payments with the currency
on the Silk Road website. Since then there have been many reports about the links between illegal activities and
the bitcoin market.

Conclusion


The blockchain technology may well have some merits, as shown by increasing interest in it even among central
banks and other financial institutions. Many have even started offering financial products and services centred
around bitcoin.
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It is also a telling sign of the times where easy monetary policy has pushed investors starved of yield in
traditional assets into highly risky assets like bitcoin.



A prudential decision should be made by taking all the pros and cons into consideration before the central
bank issues digital currency.

Topic: Issues relating to intellectual property rights
Q) As a traditional public health intervention, vaccines have been costing more
money in recent years when a couple of newer generation of products are exhausting
governments’ budgets largely due to their monopoly situations thanks to patent
thicket and evergreening. Comment. (250 Words)
The Wire
Introduction :- A patent is a legal right to the sole use of an invention for 20 years after its creation. This includes a
right to license it to others, to prevent others from using the product and to sell the patent to another.
While Evergreening is any of various legal, business and technological strategies by which producers extend their
patents over products that are about to expire, in order to retain royalties from them, by either taking out
new patents (for example over associated delivery systems, or new pharmaceutical mixtures), or by buying out, or
frustrating competitors, for longer periods of time than would normally be permissible under the law.
The WIPO report has either overstated or overlooked the role of patents in the context of vaccine access and
innovation. Vaccines have been costing more money in recent years. Recent researches have suggested that patent
thicket and evergreening, among others, have played an instrumental role.
However, the newly launched report by World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) Global Challenges division
(herein the WIPO report) has concluded with several contestable remarks and downplayed the role of patents in
hindering vaccine competition.


The WIPO report has either overstated or overlooked the role of patents in the context of vaccine access and
innovation.



On one hand, it states that the control derived from patents ‘can help ensure vaccine quality and safety’. It is
commonly known that it is rather good manufacture practice standards and government regulations that can
ensure quality and safety of any medical products including vaccines. A patent, on another hand, is governed by
different legal framework and criteria.



On another hand, it holds the view that ‘the various forms of IP rights have not posed a significant barrier to the
manufacture and distribution of vaccines’.

A recent report published by Medicins sans Frontieres (MSF) suggests that new generation of vaccines are prone to a
high concentration of patent ever greening.
One such example is a composition patent applied by Pfizer on its 13-valent pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (PCV-13
vaccine) concerns comprising more serotypes to a PCV vaccine based on obvious technologies known for vaccine
producers.
It is under disputes in multiple jurisdictions including India, South Korea, US and Europe. The broad patent, if granted
without national law scrutiny, could effectively block follow-on developers to launch their own version of PCV-13.
It is, therefore, oversimplification for the WIPO report to conclude that patent plays the only insignificant role in the
lack of competition in the current vaccine market.
Way forward :

Applying patentability criteria that could restrict expansive claims, and easing public scrutiny mechanism such as
patent opposition procedures are among the critical measures that national patent laws should consider.



Claims concerning age groups or vaccine dose regimens, for instance, could be systematically rejected upon strict
patentability.



Procedural safeguards such as pre-grant and post-grant oppositions could also increase public scrutiny on
excessive practices.
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WIPO needs to retreat this report to give a more professional analysis on the concrete patent barriers facing the new
vaccine market, and the legal and policy tools that countries could use in tackling evergreening practices.

Q) Why does Geographical Indication (GI) tag matter? It is argued that Geographical
Indications have potential to be India’s growth engine. Examine why. (250 Words)
The Hindu
Reference
Introduction :- A geographical indication (GI) is a name or sign used on products which corresponds to a specific
geographical location or origin (e.g. a town, region, or country). The use of a geographical indication may act as a
certification that the product possesses certain qualities, is made according to traditional methods, or enjoys a certain
reputation, due to its geographical origin.
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GI tags matters owing to it’s effects on following things. :

It provides legal protection to the products.



It prevents unauthorized use of a GI tag products by others.



It gives a structuring of the supply chain around a common product reputation.



increases and stabilizes prices for the GI product.



Adds value distributed through all the levels of the supply chain,



Preserve the natural resources on which the product is based, the traditions and traditional know-how.



It enhances tourism and related activities in the region.

How it can be growth engine of India :

The Article 22 of the Agreement, which forms the centrality of GI protection, provides for a general level of crossborder protection of GIs in the course of trade which helps in trade of GI.



Benefits of the registration of a product as GI is actually realized only when these products are effectively
marketed and protected against illegal copying. Hence registering under GI is the first step.



legal protection to GIs also extends to protection of traditional knowledge and traditional cultural expression
contained in the products. In doing so, not only are livelihoods protected but also possibilities of employment
generation are encouraged.



Since many of Indian GI products relate to textile and tea—which are largely exported to EU countries—there is
a merit in negotiating to implement equal treatment for Indian GI products.

GIs have the potential to be our growth engine. Policy-makers must pay a heed to this and negotiate harder to give
Indian GI products their true reward.

Q) A robust broadcasting industry is the linchpin of every democratic society.
Analyse the key provisions of the Proposed Treaty for the Protection of Broadcasting
Organisations by WIPO and examine if India should sign this Broadcasting treaty or
not. (250 Words)
EPW
Introduction :- A robust broadcasting industry is the linchpin of every democratic society. Although constitutionally
broad-casting (electronic media) is not part of the fourth estate, its importance is best described by veteran British
statesman, Tony Benn: “Broadcasting is really too important to be left to the broadcasters”
In recognition of the immense importance of broadcasting, the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)
convened a symposium in Manila in 1997 to discuss the rights of broadcasters over their signals. The Manila
Symposium was followed by another symposium held by Latin American and Caribbean countries in Cancun, Mexico,
in 1998.
The Proposed Treaty for the Protection of Broadcasting Organisations by WIPO has following provisions :Definitions –


Broadcasting :- Broadcasting means the transmission of a programme-carrying signal by wire or wireless means
for reception by the public; such transmission by satellite is also “broadcasting”; transmission of encrypted signals
is “broadcasting” where the means for decrypting are provided to the public by the broadcasters or with its
consent.



Retransmission :- Protection against simultaneous retransmission protects a broadcaster when its signal is
simultaneously transmitted (or transmitted in real-time) by any other entity without the authorisation of the
original broadcaster. Protection against near-simultaneous retransmission protects a broadcaster when, due to
a technical delay (which is usually just a fraction of a second), the live broadcast of an event is transmitted by any
other entity without the authorisation of the original broadcaster. Deferred (delayed) retransmission is when the
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broadcaster’s signal is transmitted without authorisation after it has been broadcasted by the original
broadcaster.


Object of Protection :- The protection extends only to “programme carrying signals,” which means that only the
signal (and not the underlying content) is protected under the Broadcasters Treaty. Further, webcasters have
been kept outside its purview.



Rights to Be Granted :- The draft text extends protection to the actual broadcast and the pre-broadcast signals of
the broadcasters. It comprises two alternatives for protecting actual broadcasts (WIPO 2016a: Annexure 4, p 72).
Alternative A is an expansive right, which gives broadcasters the right to authorise and prohibit the retransmission
of signals and the ability to make its signal available. Alternative B is vague and possibly expansive due to the
phrase “adequate and effective protection”. This leaves room for broadcasters to assert a wide range of rights.
For this reason, Alternative A should be India’s preference.

Should India sign this broadcasting treaty or not :


Opponents of the Broadcasters Treaty have noted that existing international instruments such as the Rome
Convention for the Protection of Performers, Producers of Phonograms, and Broadcasting Organisations (the
Rome Convention), the Brussels Convention Relating to the Distribution of Programme-carrying Signals
Transmitted by Satellites (the Brussels Convention), and the Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
(TRIPS) granted broadcasters sufficient protection against signal piracy. However, this opposition is misplaced.
They are outdated, have technological limitations, they don’t extend much rights hence there is need to sign new
treaty.



One may argue that the content of Indian broadcasters are protected as cinematographic works under the
copyright law of the countries in the Indian subcontinent



For a developing country like India, where the internet penetration rate stands at 34.8% as of 2016,traditional
broadcasting holds immense importance in reaching out to the masses in remote areas bereft of internet access.
The very survival of traditional Indian broadcasting is being challenged due to stiff competition from new players
such as YouTube, Netflix, Google TV, and other over-the-top (OTT) services.



This is because its revenue model is severely hampered by piracy, which directly impedes its ability to procure
quality content, particularly rights to international sporting events. It is no secret that quality programming
output is the harbinger of an informed society. Further, even the national exchequer stands to lose revenues due
to signal piracy.



Lastly, it may also have other unintended consequences such as enabling the financing of organised crimes—
particularly terrorism, money laundering, and the violation of foreign exchange regulations. For all these reasons,
an international instrument for protecting the rights of broadcasting organisations becomes important.

Conclusion :The Broadcasters Treaty is one of the few intellectual property treaties that are devoid of classical North–South
divergences. Traditional broadcasters across countries employ the same technology, though their scales differ. By that
virtue, they meet the same fate at the hands of pirates. For this reason, the Broadcasters Treaty has found wide
support amongst nations, irrespective of the level of their economic development.
India has already witnessed the slow decay of its public service broadcasting. As it marches in its pursuit of becoming
an information society, it cannot afford to have its traditional broadcasting system wither. Thus, a balanced
Broadcasters Treaty, in which the rights of all stakeholders are considered, becomes imperative.

Q) Geographical Indications (GIs) support local production and are an important
economic tool for the uplift of rural and tribal communities. However, India’s GI law
has loopholes which make it an ineffective economic tool. Comment. (250 Words)
The Hindu
Introduction:
Geographical Indications (GI) refers to special tag given to a product owing to the specific geographical origin and
possessing unique property and quality. The law of Geographical Indications (GIs) is linked to terroir that is the quality
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of a product is essentially attributable to the territory where the product originates. For eg, Darjeeling Tea , Kashmir
Pashima wool etc.
Important tool for uplift of rural and tribal population


GIs support local production and are an important economic tool for the uplift of rural and tribal communities.



Unlike other Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) which guarantee the protection of individual interest, GI is
a collective right.



It can potentially boost MSME sector.



The unique nature of the goods under GI van bring huge export gains and thus foreign exchange



It also promotes tourism given the fact that the region get fanfare automatically.



The preservation of traditional skills can also be effected through this mechanism as adequate economic
procurements are being done.

Loopholes in India GI Act
1. Proof of origin clause






Against this backdrop, proof of origin is a mandatory criterion for registering GIs in India. This provision
is borrowed from the EU’s regulations on GI protection.
The focus on historical proof in the form of documentary evidence (such as gazetteers, published documents,
news articles, advertisement materials) to bring out the historical development of GIs as laid down under GI
Rules, 2002, and clarified by the GI Manual of the Office of the Controller General of Patents, Designs and
Trademarks, and Registrar of Geographical Indications to establish proof of origin.
However it is not mandated under TRIPS to do so.
Documentary evidence as proof of origin may be a foolproof mechanism to ensure the link between the
product and territory, but in a country such as India where there are regions like the Northeast where oral
history is cited besides written history, this provision will prove to be a formidable hurdle.

2. Definition of Producer ambigious


The Act does not distinguish producer between real producer, retailer or dealer.

3. Adjudicatory provision inadequate


The Act is silent on mechanism and provision to fight against infringement.

4. Quality checks are absent


There is inadequate emphasis on quality control measures , marketing strategies and promoting awareness.

There is urgent need to upgrade the India GI Act 1999 to more it more inclusive and responsive to contemporary
challenges. It should be more comprehensive, in resonance with best international practices to make it an effective
economic tool for rural and tribal upliftment.

Q) The promise of a forward-looking bio-pharmaceutical industry in India will only
be fulfilled if India works to build an ecosystem that promotes medical innovation.
Examine why a balance between patents and drug prices is crucial to build
innovative forward-looking bio-pharmaceutical industry in India. (250 Words)
Livemint
Introduction:


Indian pharmaceutical sector evolved in different phases from pre independence era to post Trade-Related
Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS). Presently, Indian pharmaceutical sector is dominated by the
generics drugs and more drugs are sold in anti-infective category.



The Indian pharmaceutical industry is having opportunities in the domestic market with growing demand for
quality health care. More opportunities are seen in the area of Contract Research and Manufacturing Services
(CRAMS) and Biogenic market, but still India’s pharma sector followed by various loop holes.
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Low price has come at the cost of time, with excessive delay in the availability of essential medicines in India and
weak incentives for our own industry to innovate.

Why there is a need for balance on drug price and patent protection ?
1. Poor research in burgeoning non-communicable diseases like Cancer


India has over three million cancer patients, but still there are only seven new cancer drugs were introduced
in India in the last few years, despite the fact that over 50 breakthrough therapies were made available in
other countries.

2. No research on antibiotic resistance


World Health Organization (WHO) announced that the world is running out of antibiotics in the face of multidrug-resistant infections, and that the speed of increasing resistance will outpace the slow drug
development process.



Major drug companies are closing their labs dedicated to antibiotics research, perhaps to pursue research on
drugs for diseases, including diabetes, hypertension and cancer. Problem of cross-molecular resistance may
necessitate stronger intellectual property protection with broader and longer patents.

3. Humongous population with diverse health needs
4. Climate Change


Dengue and Chickenguenya due to early on-set of monsoon last year which is a result of climate change
factors.

However it should be recognised that India is still a developing country with less incomes and therefore some sort of
cost control is essential to prevent high out-of pocket expenditure. Even the Supreme Court in M/s Bayer’s case for
Nexavar drug highlighted such a need.
Issues with Patent regime
1. Intellectual property protection




The patent application process for the pharmaceutical products in India is interpreted as targeted to create
burdensome for foreign applicants.
According to TRIPS, India to provide protection of data which not yet done. India relies on test data submitted
in another country.
The government committee grants Compulsory License under special provisions of Sections 92 and 66 of
Indian Patent Acts, which makes patent holder more difficult to defend their patents.

2. Marketing
a. Delay in marketing approval


50% of innovative drugs that are sold in India encountered delays in marketing approval of more than
five years after their global launch.

b. Rapid appearance of generic drugs


Even once approved for marketing, over 50% that became newly available in India was produced and
sold as generic versions by multiple follow-on Indian manufacturers within one year of their
introduction.

c. Price regulation


Drug price regulation, such as the one instituted by the National Pharmaceutical Pricing Authority
(NPAA) recently, is ineffective as the design of the price-control mechanism is detached from all the other
components identified by WHO and implementation is poor, as more than 50% of the end price of
medicine is contributed by components



Countries should focus more on containing the distribution costs, which form an integral part in the
medicine value chain.
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d. Chinese example


China slashed prices of patented drugs by 70% as a precondition for eligibility for government insurance
schemes, but without tampering with grant of patents.



This made the drugs eligible for state co-payment, making them affordable to patients while protecting
the revenue stream of pharmaceutical companies.

Conclusion


An incomplete understanding of intellectual property rights (IPRs) often obfuscate the real issues facing India’s
drug industry.



Patents are critical in innovative sectors, because they provide incentives for companies to invest in the creation
of new solutions. Currently, only 5% of medicines used in India are said to be patent-protected.



There must be robust link medical innovation and affordable treatment is a supportive role of the state.



Along with reducing uncertainty in IPR, India can also deploy policy tools to strengthen its fragile health
sector. India needs to follow-up on the commitments it laid down in the National IPR Policy to bring about a
congenial environment for innovation to take place.

Topic: Achievements of Indians in science & technology; indigenization of technology and
developing new technology.
Q) Robust industry-academia relationship is crucial to India’s global
competitiveness and its place in the global knowledge economy. Examine how
digitisation and disruptive technologies are crucial to meaningful industryacademia relationship. (250 Words)
The Indian Express
Introduction:


The ensuing phase of fourth industrial revolution ushered in by cyber physical infrastructure and Artificial
intelligence are bringing in unprecedented changes in many aspects of our living.



However India significantly lags in industry-academia relationship which can be buttressed by the use of
digitisation and disruptive technologies.



Turning learning into action and outcomes is perhaps the greatest challenge for all stakeholders in education.



Businesses, even in the most mundane commoditised sectors, today depend upon their ability to innovate to
survive and grow.



Moreover, innovation is not limited to businesses, governments and non-profits are also actively looking for
innovative solutions to social and global challenges.

Industry contribution to research low


Other than a few islands of excellence (mostly IITs and IISc), research in India degenerates into academic sloth
with little encouragement from industry or government.



In terms of funding, industry contribution to research even at the IITs is, at 10-15 per cent, far below global
standards.



In the absence of an active interface between industry and academia, the chances of innovative ideas being
absorbed for commercial exploitation are low.



This impacts the country’s global competitiveness and its place in the global knowledge economy.

Significance of digitisation and disruptive technologies


Through telecommuting and virtual presence devices, geographical distance can be nullified, decreasing the
distance between enthusiastic, creative students and mentors and domain experts
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Cloud computing can be used to provide ubiquitous access to shared pools of configurable system resources over
the internet. This will be more useful when more number of people use it, due to what is known as network
effects.



Smart contracts, blockchain and internet of things can be used to share information in a 2 way process between
industry and academia



They can also help to increase the awareness about IPR regimes, and ensure that local communities and
individuals who are holders of traditional knowledge are compensated adequately when their ideas are
commercialised

Conclusion


In the era of technological leapfrogging, adapting new developments in technology only will help to unleash
what Joseph Schumpeter calls as ”forces of creative destruction”



With the new age economy powered by digitisation and disruptive technologies, the industry-academia
relationship is undergoing a rapid transformation.



As we move to multidisciplinary job roles, corporates now support incubators and accelerators instead of grants
to academic research

Topic: Environmental pollution; conservation, Biodiversity
Q) What’s the mandate of and significance of work being carried out by ‘Bioversity
International’ organisation? How is it different from India’s National Biodiversity
Authority? Examine. (250 Words)
The Wire
Introduction:- Bioversity International is a global research-for-development organization with a vision –
that agricultural biodiversity nourishes people and sustains the planet. Bioversity International is a member of
the CGIAR Consortium – a global research partnership for a food-secure future.
The organization is highly decentralized, with about 300 staff working around the world. Its Headquarters are in
Maccarese, outside Rome, Italy, with regional offices located in Central and South America, West and Central Africa,
East and Southern Africa, Central and South Asia, and South-east Asia.
Mandate :

The organization delivers scientific evidence, management practices and policy options to use and safeguard
agricultural biodiversity to attain global food and nutrition security, working with partners in low-income
countries in different regions where agricultural biodiversity can contribute to improved nutrition, resilience,
productivity and climate change adaptation.



Bioversity International’s aim is to create seed banks across the world and encourage farmers to grow crops
suited for their region.

Significance of work :

Bioversity International is a global research-for-development organization, focused on safeguarding and using
agricultural biodiversity to help meet four global challenges – improved nutrition; adaptation to climate change;
increased sustainable production; an increase of agricultural biodiversity in global food systems. These all
initiatives are the need of hour owing to the conditions of planet earth. According to World Bank India has nearly
50% of it’s population malnourished in some form or the other.



Bioversity International delivers its research through three Initiatives: Healthy diets from sustainable food
systems; Productive and resilient farms, forests and landscapes; Effective genetic resources conservation and Use
which helping nations, institutions and farmers across the globe.



The organization takes the view that the diversity of plants and animals offers opportunities not only through
breeding but also by delivering many other benefits. Some are direct, such as the better nutrition and greater
sustainability that come with locally adapted crops. Others are indirect, like the ecosystem services delivered by
healthy populations of pollinators, biological control agents, and soil microbes.
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Agricultural biodiversity will also be absolutely essential to cope with the predicted impacts of climate change,
not simply as a source of traits but as the underpinnings of more resilient farm ecosystems

Difference between Bioversity International and India’s National Biodiversity Authority :

While Bioversity Internationalis a global research-for-development organization the National Biodiversity
Authority (NBA) is a statutory autonomous body under the Ministry of Environment and Forests, Government of
India established in 2003 to implement the provisions under the Biological Diversity Act, 2002, after India
signed Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) in 1992.



The National Biodiversity Authority of India is not limited to agricultural biodiversity. They also formulate laws of
the land and are an executing agency. In contrast, Bioversity International has a global mandate, but limited only
to agricultural biodiversity.

Q) No country can remain an island when it comes to climate action. In the light of
ongoing COP23 climate negotiations, discuss the new challenges and responsibilities
that countries are facing in striking a deal at COP23 to save earth from climate
change. (250 Words)
The Hindu
The Wire
Introduction :- The United Nations Climate Change Conferences are yearly conferences held in the framework of
the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC).


The UN Climate Change Conference in Bonn is the next step for governments to implement the Paris Climate
Change Agreement and accelerate the transformation to sustainable, resilient and climate-safe development.



The Paris Agreement entered into force last November and the era of implementation has begun. This conference
will further clarify the enabling frameworks that will make the agreement fully operational and the support
needed for all nations to achieve their climate change goals.



COP 23 – which will be presided over by the Government of Fiji with support by Germany – is also an excellent
example of the cooperation and collaboration between nations that will truly meet the global climate change
challenge. This meeting is incredibly important.

However countries are facing new challenges and responsibilities in striking deal at COP23 :

Although 169 countries have ratified the accord, and there is tremendous support for greener, low-risk pathways
to growth worldwide, the Trump administration in the U.S., one of the top emitters of greenhouse gases (GHGs),
has announced it will withdraw from the pact.



For small island countries like Fiji the future is deeply worrying because of the fear that sea levels may rise sharply
due to climate change.



The recent Emissions Gap Report from the UN underscores the terrible mismatch between the voluntary pledges
made by countries for the Paris Agreement and what is necessary to keep a rise in global average temperature
below 2º C, preferably 1.5º C.



Getting developing countries to raise their climate pledges will not be easy if developed countries don’t step up.



Bonhomie between like-minded negotiating groups inside the arena aside, faith in governments remained at an
all-time low on the out as Bonn witnessed its biggest protest ever as 25,000 people marched against fossil fuels,
government inaction and Germany’s reliance on coal.

If countries of world are all truly in the same canoe, it’s time to row harder than ever before. Developed countries
must lift their share of the weight so the developing world can lift its ambitions. Tide and time are both against planet
earth but we must strive for a better, sustainable future.
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Q) What is smog? What are its effects on health, especially of children? Critically
examine the root causes of air pollution in Delhi and reasons why various initiatives
have failed to have any impact on its reduction. (250 Words)
The Hindu
Introduction :- Smog is a type of air pollutant. The word “smog” was coined in the early 20th century as
a portmanteau of the words smoke and fog to refer to smoky fog, its opacity, and odour. The word was then intended
to refer to what was sometimes known as pea soup fog, a familiar and serious problem in London from the 19th
century to the mid 20th century.
Health impacts of Smog :

Smog
which
contains Ground-level
ozone, sulfur
dioxide, nitrogen dioxide
and carbon monoxide are
especially harmful for
senior citizens, children,
and people with heart and
lung
conditions
such
as emphysema, bronchitis,
and asthma.



It can inflame breathing
passages, decrease the
lungs’ working capacity,
cause shortness of breath,
pain when inhaling deeply,
wheezing, and coughing.



It can cause eye and nose
irritation and it dries out
the protective membranes
of the nose and throat and
interferes with the body’s
ability to fight infection,
increasing susceptibility to illness. Hospital admissions and respiratory deaths often increase during periods when
ozone levels are high.



There is a lack of knowledge on the long-term effects of air pollution exposure and the origin of asthma. An
experiment was carried out using intense air pollution similar to that of the 1952 Great Smog of London.



The results from this experiment concluded that there is a link between early-life pollution exposure that leads
to the development of asthma, Proposing the ongoing effect of the Great Smog

Root Causes of smog and air pollution in Delhi :

One of the main reasons of increasing air pollution levels in Delhi is crop burning by the farmers in these states.
Farmers burn rice stubbles in Punjab, Haryana and Uttar Pradesh.



Pollution caused by the traffic menace in Delhi is another reason contributing to this air pollution and smog. The
air quality index has reached ‘severe’ levels.



As the winter season sets in, dust particles and pollutants in the air become unable to move. Due to stagnant
winds, these pollutants get locked in the air and affect weather conditions, resulting in smog.



Another reason of air-pollution is over-population in the capital. Over-population only adds up to the various
types of pollution, whether it is air pollution or noise pollution.



Industrial pollution and garbage dumps are also increasing air pollution and building-up smog in the air.
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Why various initiatives have failed to have any impact on reduction of smog :

The initiatives are not targeting the root causes of Smog. The Odd even policy, ban on construction in Delhi can’t
reduce the smog level as the main reasons for smog stem from stubble burning in Punjab, Haryana, industries in
Delhi etc.



Burning of coal, wood, kerosene, waste, crop residue, and other biomass, dust from roads, exposed soil, and
construction sites are also major sources of Delhi pollution and hardly any steps are being taken for it. The options
like vacuum cleaning of road are not sustainable in long run.

Way out :

Increase public awareness of air pollution. Educate and inform people about what they can do to reduce air
pollution. Put out public health messages on the metro, buses, billboards, and radio to help change public
behaviour.



Raise and enforce emission standards. India is still on Bharat III and IV emission standards for our vehicles and
fuels. This is 10-15 years behind the West, where vehicles spew one-tenth of our emissions or less.



Improve public transportation and traffic management. Expand the fleet of CNG buses. Implement BRT the right
way. Build, repair, and reclaim the sidewalks for pedestrians – not for parking and vending – so people can walk
more often, including to nearby bus stops and metro stations.



Discourage vehicle use: Driving is not a right but a privilege; it has a social cost. Impose – as many countries do –
an annual vehicle use fee. Penalise ownership of multiple cars in a household.



Penalise big and non-compliant polluters. Like Beijing, ban the sale and registration of all new private diesel
vehicles in Delhi. Provide 24×7 power across the NCR to minimise genset use; ban diesel gensets and promote
CNG gensets. Spot-check fuel pumps for adulteration. Move coal-firedbrick/pottery kilns out of the NCR.



Reduce road and construction dust. The problem of dust plagues the entire Indo-Gangetic plain. It can be
mitigated by changing how our urban surface infrastructure is built.



Reduce domestic sources of pollution, improve waste management. According to the 2011 census, over ten
percent of Delhi’s households still use biomass for cooking. Remove the address proof requirement for LPG Make
LPG more affordable.

Q) Analysis of the Central Pollution Control Board’s AQI bulletin archives has
revealed that the air quality has clearly deteriorated across the northern-Gangetic
plain. Examine the causes and consequences. (200 Words)
The Indian Express
Introduction :- The northern Indian plains have again come into focus as one of the globe’s most-polluted regions,
with nine of the world’s 20 most polluted cities in the 2016 WHO urban air pollution database from this swathe of
land.
It’s a confluence of factors to make this region so foul with geography, climate, population, agricultural practices as
well as fossil fuel emissions all playing a part.
Causes of air quality deterioration in Northern plain :

Geography :- A major reason for high pollution in the Indo-Gangetic plains is its geography. Located next to the
Himalayas, this is a wind convergence zone which transports pollution from other places into these region.



Weather and seasons :- The convergence factor shows up the most in winters, when the region sees spells of
dense fog due to cold winds coming from the west. Fog traps pollutants, leading to sharp deterioration in air
quality. Cold winds also leads to `inversion’, wherein pollutants are trapped near the surface.



Population :- The northern plains also have among the highest population densities in the world. This translates
to higher pollution from human activities.



Unsustainable practices :- The other major source of pollution is the practice of crop burning. During winters,
soot from these fires hang in the air longer. The region also sees high use of coal and wood, which are very
polluting, for cooking.
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Soil :- The region’s fertile alluvial soil, which attracted people to this belt, also contributes to its pollution. Alluvial
soil is highly dusty when dry.



Low rainfall :- Many parts of this region do not get much rain — the average for Delhi is 40 days in a year -which
is why these places are very dusty.



These natural causes have combined with growing vehicular and industrial emissions to make the plains the
pollution hotspot of the world.

Consequences of high pollution in northern Indian belt :

Health effects :- Air pollution is a significant risk factor for a number of pollution-related diseases and health
conditions including respiratory infections, heart disease, COPD, stroke and lung cancer. The health effects
caused by air pollution may include difficulty in breathing, wheezing, coughing, asthma and worsening of existing
respiratory and cardiac conditions. These effects can result in increased medication use, increased doctor or
emergency room visits, more hospital admissions and premature death.



Mortality :- The World Health Organization estimated in 2014 that every year air pollution causes the premature
death of some 7 million people worldwide. India has the highest death rate due to air pollution. India also has
more deaths from asthma than any other nation according to the World Health Organization. In December 2013
air pollution was estimated to kill 500,000 people in China each year. Most of these deaths belong to north India.



Agricultural effects :- In India in 2014, it was reported that air pollution by black carbon and ground level ozone
had cut crop yields in the most affected areas by almost half in 2010 when compared to 1980 levels.



Economic effects :- Air pollution costs the world economy $5 trillion per year as a result of productivity losses
and degraded quality of life, according to a joint study by the World Bank and the Institute for Health Metrics and
Evaluation (IHME) at the University of Washington.



Acid Rain: Harmful gases like nitrogen oxides and sulfur oxides are released into the atmosphere during the
burning of fossil fuels. Acid rain is causing great damage to human, animals and crops.

Q) Can technology help address air pollution that is choking Delhi? Examine. (150
Words)
The Indian Express
Introduction :- The Great Delhi smog is the ongoing sever air pollution in Delhi. Almost 99% of Delhi population lives
in areas of above normal air pollution. The PM particles crossed 1000 mark recently. This shows the urgency required
in tackling the air pollution problems.
A WHO survey of over 1,600 cities ranked the national capital as the most polluted. Air pollution was 40 times higher
than the permissible safety limits set by the World Health Organization (WHO) and approximately 15 times higher
than the Indian standards.
Technology can help in numerous ways :Preventive measures with help of technology :

Stubble burning in neighboring states is one of the most important factor in Delhi pollution. It is important to
reduce the paddy crop’s duration, which, in turn, increases the farmer’s time to prepare for the sowing of the
next wheat crop. Breeding for a reduced duration can help extend the planting window for wheat.



To find alternative to stubble burning the most viable technology seems to be what is called Turbo Happy Seeder
(THS). This is a tractor-mounted machine that basically cuts and lifts the standing stubble, drills the wheat seeds
into the bare soil, and deposits the straw over the sown area as a mulch cover.



Other sources of pollution like power plants needs technological intervention in the form of modern chimneys,
washing of coal before it’s use, policies for ash collection and disposal in order not to release them into
atmosphere.



Big data analysis can be helpful in order to understand the pattern of pollution in Delhi. To know the favorable
area and conditions and to take necessary steps then can be done with big data analysis.
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Protective and adaptive technological measures :

Vacuum cleaning of roads regularly, use of sprinklers, sprayers systems to settle dust in roadways etc. will be
helpful to curb dust getting into atmosphere. Spray water from helicopters or aircraft to tackle dust pollution in
emergency can be explored.



Switching over to green technologies, green energy, making the green buildings, reducing carbon footprints by
institutions for ex. Indira Gandhi airport became zero carbon emitting airport recently.



Air purifiers, portable and car air purifiers, air quality monitoring devices can be installed in homes in order to
protect people in emergency cases.

The sever air pollution problem faced by Delhi indicates the gross faults in urban planning and irresponsible attitude
by government agencies and people. Increasingly moving towards a green ways of living, interstate co-operation, deurbanization, developing satellite towns, developing public transport systems, shifting industries outside cities,
adopting international practices like promoting bicycles, odd-even policy, car pooling, parking rules etc. is the way out

Q) What is the Bonn Challenge? Discuss its features and examine how can India
achieve Bonn Challenge. (250 Words)
The Hindu
Introduction :- The Bonn Challenge is a global effort to restore 150 million hectares of the world’s degraded and
deforested lands by 2020. It was hosted and launched by Germany and the International Union for Conservation of
Nature (IUCN) in Bonn on 2 September 2011, in collaboration with the Global Partnership on Forest/Landscape
Restoration and targets delivery on the Rio Conventions and other outcomes of the 1992 Earth Summit.
Features :

Efforts at world level are being made :- As at 2013 over 20 million hectares of land had been pledged for
restoration from countries including Brazil, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Rwanda, and the United States. South Korea,
Costa Rica, China, Rwanda and Brazil have embarked on successful landscape restoration programmes.



Benefits to rural communities :- The IUCN estimates that fulfilling the goals of the Bonn challenge would create
approximately $84 billion per year in net benefits that could positively affect income opportunities for rural
communities. It is also estimated that a reduction of the current carbon dioxide emissions gap by 11-17% will be
achieved by meeting the challenge



Supplementary targets :- The Bonn Challenge is not a new global commitment but rather a practical means of
realizing many existing international commitments, including the CBD Aichi Target 15, the UNFCCC REDD+ goal,
and the Rio+20 land degradation neutrality goal.



Comprehensive impact :- It is an implementation vehicle for national priorities such as water and food security
and rural development while contributing to the achievement of international climate change, biodiversity and
land degradation commitments.

INDIA BONN CHALLENGE :

India made a Bonn Challenge in 2015. It was decided to place into restoration 13 million hectares (Mha) of
degraded land by 2020 and an additional 8 Mha by 2030 which will have potential climate benefit of 2 GtCO2
sequestered.

How can India achieve Bonn Challenge :

India needs to shun the attitude of large scale plantation and needs to design its tree-based programmes better
to meet climate goals :- Traditional and current reforestation practices are inadequate to reverse the currents of
increasing deforestation and desertification. Small-scale grass roots development projects are the future for
development in India.



Agroforestry: The nation practices at least 35 types of agroforestry models that combine different trees that
provide timber, fruits, fodder, fuel and fertilizers with food crops.



A simple, income generating, and self-promoting reforestation system called Farmer Managed Natural
Regeneration (FMNR) has been developed at Maradi, Niger. It is a low-cost land restoration technique used to
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combat poverty and hunger amongst poor subsistence farmers by increasing food and timber production and
resilience to climate extremes.


In India, the National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development’s (NABARD’s) ‘Wadi’ model and the Foundation
for Ecological Security’s re-greening of village commons project are good examples of tree-based interventions
which are proving to have great value in terms of cost-effectiveness as well as the range of benefits they deliver
to communities.



It is also important to have in place a performance monitoring system to quantify tree survival rates and the
benefits to communities. This can be achieved through a combination of remote sensing, crowd sourced, groundlevel monitoring with support from communities and civil society organisations.



A tool called the Restoration Opportunities Assessment Methodology (ROAM) is being used in 40 countries to
find the best methods for landscape restoration. The tool includes rigorous analysis of spatial, legal and socioeconomic data and draws on consultations with key stakeholders to determine the right type of interventions. In
India, this tool is being piloted in Uttarakhand and Madhya Pradesh.

India has the policy framework, the political will and financing to endorse landscape restoration. What we really need
now is innovation and imagination to build replicable and scalable models with a participatory approach to achieve
the country’s climate goals through landscape restoration.

Q) What do you understand by for compensatory afforestation? Comment on the
recent guidelines issued by the Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change
(MoEF&CC) on compensatory afforestation. (150 Words)
Down to Earth
Introduction :- Afforestation is the establishment of a forest or stand of trees (forestation) in an area where there was
no previous tree cover. Compensatory afforestation is the afforestation carried out in order to compensate the
damage or loss caused due to industrial or other developmental activities.
Guidelines on compensatory afforestation :

These guidelines specifies criteria for suitability and identification of land bank for compensatory afforestation.



It noted that in many cases a substantial portion of the land identified for compensatory afforestation already
contain vegetation of varying density. Creation of compensatory afforestation will not fully compensate the loss
of trees as there will not be enough space for the requisite number of plants to be planted.



Instead of outrightly rejecting such lands, the Ministry has suggested that at least 1,000 plants per hectare (ha)
should be planted on the identified non-forest lands.



The guidelines, almost in the same breath, also provide relaxation to the criteria by stating that in case planting
1,000 plants per ha is not possible on non-forest land; the balance number of plantations can be done on
degraded forests.



The guidelines have also directed the constitution of state-level committees under the chairmanship of the
Principal Chief Conservator of Forests to expedite the creation of land bank for compensatory afforestation.

Critical analysis :

The guidelines have tried to address the mounting challenge of land scarcity for compensatory afforestation.
However, they have fallen short of clarifying the minimum threshold for undertaking plantations on non-forest
land. Nevertheless, various forest ecosystems in India have different natural tree densities. Putting a general
criterion of 1,000 plants per ha (or difference between 1,000 and existing tree stock) raises more questions.



The emphasis on specifying a time period for maintenance of plantations which is 10 years is a welcome move. It
would have been better if the guidelines had also specified a certain percentage of compensatory afforestation
funds to be set aside exclusively for this purpose.



The land identified for compensatory afforestation is required to be notified as Reserved Forests under the Indian
Forest Act of 1927. While the forest department’s jurisdiction would extend over new lands through this process,
tribal dispossession of lands in the name of compensatory afforestation could increase.
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The absence of community representation in the committees to be constituted for the identification of the land
bank is also a matter of concern.

Q) Discuss the causal relationship between indoor and outdoor air pollution with the
rise of disease burden in India. (150 Words)
Livemint
Introduction :– On 14th November the Health ministry had published a report called “Study of health of nation’s states
” which is a study of how the burden of disease has changed in Indian states from 1990 to 2016.
Findings of the report :

India’s health gap :- India faced double whammy of increase in the burden of both lifestyle diseases associated
with sedentary lifestyle, wealth and infectious diseases.



Alarming rise in disease burden due to Air pollution which shows more than 10% of total disease burden in 2016
second only to child and maternal malnourishment.



Nationally indoor air pollution since 1990 has seen a drastic decrease and the outdoor air pollution has seen an
increase.



Disproportionate burden on poor :- States with higher risk of air pollution were identified as eight Empowered
Action Group states of Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Rajsthan,
Odisha etc.



The indoor air pollution disease burden was high in EAG states



The outdoor sir pollution disease burden was high in Northern states of Uttar Pradesh, Haryana, Punjab etc.



Reasons for increased risk from outdoor air pollution can be gauged from various sources like power production
units, industry, vehicles, waste burnings, constructions etc.



Substantial contribution has been caused to Cardiovascular and respiratory disease burden which has affected
children for ex. Many children in Delhi fails in their lungs test and have small lungs compared with other areas
children.

Q) Comment on the existing approaches for resolving incidences of human–wildlife
conflict and suggest measures to alleviate these conflicts effectively. (250 Words)
EPW
Introduction :- Human–wildlife conflict refers to the interaction between wild animals and people and the resultant
negative impact on people or their resources, or wild animals or their habitat. The conflict takes many forms ranging
from loss of life or injury to humans, and animals both wild and domesticated, to competition for scarce resources to
loss and degradation of habitat.
Causes of this conflicts :

As human populations expand into wild animal habitats, natural wildlife territory is displaced.



Reduction in the availability of natural prey/food sources leads to wild animals seeking alternate sources.



Alternately, new resources created by humans draw wildlife resulting in conflict.



The population density of wildlife and humans increase with overlaps in geographical areas used increasing their
interaction thus resulting in increased physical conflict.



By products of human existence offer un-natural opportunity for wildlife in the form of food and sheltered
interference and potentially destructive threat for both man and animals.



Competition for food resources also occurs when humans attempt to harvest natural resources such as fish and
grassland pasture.



Another cause of conflict comes from conservation biased toward flagship or game species that often threatens
other species of concern.
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Existing approaches for resolving incidences of human–wildlife conflict such as predator attacks on people or livestock
typically use methods that address physical loss but ignore social, cultural, and emotional trauma.
To holistically and more permanently alleviate conflicts, wildlife management agencies and other conservation
practitioners require resources and training in outreach and public relations, and need to expand their toolkit of
approaches in order to connect with varied stakeholders in a greater diversity of settings. Steps like following can be
adopted :

An united effort :- In order to be truly effective, prevention of human-wildlife conflict has to involve the full scope
of society: international organizations, governments, NGOs, communities, consumers and individuals. Solutions
are possible, but often they also need to have financial backing for their support and development.



Land-use planning :- Ensuring that both humans and animals have the space they need is possible. Protecting key
areas for wildlife, creating buffer zones and investing in alternative land uses are some of the solutions.



Community-based natural resource management :- The local community is key since they are the ones who may
wake up in the morning with a tiger or bear in their back yard. But they are also the people who can benefit the
most from this. If people are empowered to manage their relationship with wild animals, these “unwanted”
neighbours can become allies in bringing income and promoting a better quality of life for all.



Compensation / insurance :- Compensation or insurance for animal-induced damage is another widely accepted
solution. There are different ways this can be done. In Namibia, for example, community-based insurance systems
exist for damage done to livestock. The Nepalese government pays compensation in areas around national parks.



Field based solutions :- There are a number of practical field-based solutions that can limit the damage done both
to humans and human property, and to wildlife, by preventing wildlife from entering fields or villages. However,
such solutions can only be applied on a case-by-case basis. What people see as solution in one place, they may
resist in another. And what works in one place, may have the opposite effect somewhere else.



Techniques like Strobe Lights, Natural Barriers, Disguise, corridors, mappings can help in handling the conflict
in more smoother manner.

Q) The union government’s decision to advance introduction of BS-VI grade petrol
and diesel in Delhi by two years to April 2018 appears to be a logical step in fighting
air pollution. But what are the practical, financial and technological hurdles to
meeting the deadlines on govt’s clean fuel roadmap? Examine. (250 Words)
The Indian Express
Introduction :- Delhi is suffering from worst form of air pollution today. As a step to reduce air pollution Union
Petroleum ministry has decided to advance the introduction of BS- VI grade petrol and diesel in New Delhi by two
years to April 2018. Previously in Jan 2016 it had decided to skip BS- V and go directly to BS- VI by 2020 which was
originally scheduled for 2024 in line with India’s promises at 2015 Paris Climate Change conference.
BS Norms (Bharat Stage norms)


BS emission standards are norms instituted by government to regulate the output of air pollutants from internal
combustion engine equipment including motor vehicle.



India has been following European (Euro) emission norms with a time lag of five years.



They were introduced first in 1991 tightened in 1996 fuel specification 1996 to be implemented by 2000



Supreme Court order in April 1999 centre notified BS-I and II norms. Then in auto fuel policy 2003 and in
subsequently in 2005, 2010 they were upgraded to BS- IV

Implementation hurdles :Practical hurdles :

India took as many as seven years for entire country to shift to BS- Now directly shifting to BS- VI that too within
two years advance poses implementation difficulties for both oil companies and automakers.
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Higher grade fuel can be beneficial only if it is used in BS- VI compliant vehicle. So automakers have to
manufacturing new vehicles. It will be impractical to make BS- VI vehicles just for one city. Full migration to BSVI vehicles countrywide will take time (2020).



If applied only for Delhi the interstate trucks, the biggest polluters are forced to stay on BS- VI norms and their
cost, fuel compatibility might not be there

Financial Hurdles :

It will increase the prices of vehicles by Rs. 20000 to Rs 2 lack owing to the additional investment by automakers.



The overall cost for up gradation to BS- VI norms might be around Rs. 40000 crores.

Technological hurdles :

For Automakers :- There is no enough time to carry on design changes that include two critical component like
Diesel Particulate filter and selective catalytic reduction module.



DPFs have specific problems in Indian context and would have to be optimised for these conditions like low driving
speeds. This would require validation tests over 6-7 lack km, which may take upto seven years.



Optimisation of SCR module would take 3-4 years



Since BS- V is bypassed DPF and SCR both to be tested together which makes it difficult to detect which of the
technologies is at fault in case of errors.

Q) What are the objectives of the Powering Past Coal Alliance? Do you think such
alliances help address climate change effectively? Comment. (150 Words)
The Hindu
Introduction:
Powering Past Coal Alliance (PPCA) is an international alliance comprising of 20 countries including Canada, Britain
and New Zealand which aims to phase out coal from power generation by 2030. This alliance came into existence
during 23rd meeting of Conference of Parties of UNFCC held in Bonn, Germany.
Its objectives are


To reduce the use of coal for power generation and other things.



To promote the exchange of technology to reduce the use of coal and emission of carbon.



Focus on the use of renewable source of energy & finding new & better alternatives to coal.

The alliance may help to deal with the climate change in the following manner


Since coal is responsible for 40% of emission of CO2 which is a major greenhouse gas and the reduction in use of
coal means less GHGs.



Focus on renewable energy sources will help to tackle global warming & so climate change.

Challenges


There are only 20 members in thus alliance now. Some major coal using countries like India, Australia , US are not
included.



When US has withdrawn from Paris Climate deal, this alliance may be devoid of funds, technology and enthusiasm
which it needs.

The commitment of PPCA to include more members, at least 50 by the next UN climate summit to be held in Poland
in 2018 sets hopes and thought the alliance is not legally binding , but it may play a vital role on the path of curbing
climate change effects, if implemented effectively.
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Q) What is trophy hunting? What is its impact on conservation? Examine what efforts
are needed to prevent trophy hunting. (250 Words)
The Hindu
Trophy hunting is the selective hunting of animals for human recreation where animal or part of the animal (horns,
skin, etc) kept as the trophy.
Impacts on Conservation


Generic hunting bans do not automatically lead to increases in wildlife.



For example, in countries such as Kenya and India, where hunting bans came into force in the 1970s, wildlife
populations do not seem to fare better than in countries where hunting is ongoing.



On the contrary, in both South Africa and Namibia where wildlife has been commoditised (trophy hunting,
wildlife tourism, commercial meat production as well as local consumption) and managed for the benefit of local
communities, populations seem to be doing better.

Positives
Economic


A well-managed trophy hunting can be sustainable and generate economic incentives for conservation of target
species and their habitats out of protected areas. For example, Tanzania has 40% of lions mostly due to trophy
hunting.



It will also benefit local communities economically thereby helping in animals conservation.

Population


If well-managed may have a positive effect on animals populations and also a recovery of the individual species.



For example, countries like South Africa and Namibia witnessed rise in wildlife population by allowing animals
hunting, unlike India and Kenya where ban on hunting has been imposed since 1970s.

Habitat


The most fundamental benefit of trophy hunting to lion conservation is that it provides a financial incentive to
maintain lion habitat that might otherwise be converted to non-wildlife land uses.

Negatives:
Illegal Wildlife trade


Since hunters are allowed to keep the parts of animals as their trophies, it might result in illegal trade of ivory,
skin, horns, etc.

Evolution hindered


Wildlife with less favorable traits would be allowed to pass on their genes if wildlife with quality traits are allowed
to kill.

Way Forward:


Certification of hunters based on some criteria like commitments to conservation, complying with agreed ethical
standards and helping locals.



Ensuring that the voices of locals are given due regard before reaching out to any conclusion regarding banning
or allowing trophy hunting.
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Topic: Disaster and disaster management.
Q) What are the components of integrated flood management? Is poor governance
the cause of flooding of Chennai and Mumbai during heavy rains? Discuss strategies
to prevent floods in these two metros. (250 Words)
The Hindu
Introduction :- Integrated Flood Management (IFM) integrates land and water resources development in a flood plain,
within the context of Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM), with a view to maximise the efficient use of
the flood plains and minimise loss of property and life.
The aim of IFM is to put in place well-functioning integrated measures for flood management, which enhance the
benefits of floods and minimise their destruction. For this, the linkages between various relevant sectors become very
important.
At the core of integration is effective communication across institutional and disciplinary boundaries, which can take
place only if there is a perception of common interest.
Major integrated flood management measures aim to reduce flood risk and flood hazard across the flood plain and
can be grouped into 4 classes


Land-use measures; – aimed at “keeping people away from floods”.



Structural measures;- aimed at “keeping flood waters away from the people”.



Flood preparedness measures; aimed at “getting people ready for floods”.



Flood emergency measures; – aimed at “helping affected people cope with floods”.

Urban floods and poor governance :
 Regular flooding and water-logging in our cities indicate that the
municipal administration and administrative coordination has
collapsed.
 Problems of over urbanization like slums mushrooming, illegal
construction, in adequate drainage system, waste management system
exaggerate the urban flood situation.
 Similar flooding has been seen in Bhopal, Mumbai, Bangalore, Nashik
and Chennai.
 Their role in prompt actions, grievances redreassal, implementing
preventive measures for flooding like planting trees, checking, cleaning
drainages is alos not satisfactory hence a major responsibility for urban
flooding goes to municipal corporations.
Strategies to prevent floods in these two metros :o

Introduce better flood warning systems :- The Central governmental
agencies and city administration must “improve our flood warning
systems”, giving people more time to take action during
flooding, saving lives and property damage.

o

Modify homes and businesses to help them withstand floods :- The
focus should be on “flood resilience” rather than defence schemes

o

Construct buildings above flood levels :– Metro cities, Smart cities should construct all new buildings one metre
from the ground to prevent flood damage

o

Protect wetlands and introduce plant trees strategically :– The creation of more wetlands – which can act as
sponges, soaking up moisture – and wooded areas can slow down waters when rivers overflow. These areas are
often destroyed to make room for agriculture and development, the WWF said.
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o

Restore rivers to their natural courses :- Many river channels have been historically straightened to improve
navigability. Remeandering straightened rivers by introducing their bends once more increases their length and
can delay the flood flow and reduce the impact of the flooding downstream. Ex Mithi river in Mumbai.

o

Other measures like Introduce water storage areas, Improve soil conditions, Put up more flood barriers must
also be implemented.



Municipal bodies of our cities have to come out with consistent and coherent urban policy. Water-logging and
flooding is as much a result of incoherent urban policy as it is of poor implementation. In the absence of a coherent
urban policy, citizens would continue to suffer and be stranded in their vehicles for hours on a rainy day.

Additional information :-

Topic: Security challenges and their management in border areas; linkages of organized crime
with terrorism
Q) ‘Lone wolf’ attacks are a security and political challenge. How should
governments and other stakeholders deal with such attacks? Discuss. (150 Words)
The Hindu
Introduction :- A lone wolf, lone-wolf terrorist, or lone actor, is someone who prepares and commits violent acts
alone, outside of any command structure and without material assistance from any group. He or she may be influenced
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or motivated by the ideology and beliefs of an external group and may act in support of such a group. In its original
sense, a “lone wolf” is an animal or person that generally lives or spends time alone instead of with a group.
There have been a series of lone wolf terrorist strikes across the world. The 2014 Sydney hostage crisis, Boston
Marathon bombing, US church bombing, London pop show attacks are among the prominent incidents.
In India people like Mehdi Masroor Biswas, a techie based in Bangalore who was ISIS tweeter handler, Areeb Majeed,
Salman Mohiuddin of Hyderabad shows the increased threat of Lone Wolf in India.
They are a security and political challenge :

The political challenge is to find the root causes of radicalisation and address them. This cannot be done without
support from community members and leaders.



The security challenge is to be more efficient when it comes to preventive measures. For ex in the case of Saipov,
officials say he had been planning for a year to strike civilians.

How should governments and other stakeholders deal with such attacks :

The approach must follow the sequence of awareness of the contagion, detection of potential and existing
recruitsand finally remedial action.



The recent attacks in France and the large scale recruitment to IS has contributed to raising awareness regarding
radicalisation the world over. However, there is a need to focus attention on potential target groups through
monitoring and infiltration of social media sites that are the principle source of radical propaganda.



Big data analytics must be used to discern the level of radicalisation of potential recruits, their networks and
sources of information, funding and leadership in order to help unravel the roots of radicalisation.



The police and intelligence services are neither trained nor equipped to handle the vital aspect of rolling back
radicalisation in society. Helplines should be created and manned by professional counsellors and psychologists
who can help reverse the process as part of the efforts of Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) supported by
the state.



While the above is a suitable course of action for potential and raw recruits, the hardened ideologues must be
prosecuted under the counter terrorism laws of the state.



The example of the IS suggests that their legal advisors carefully exploited existing loopholes and gaps in legal
mechanisms to continue with propagation of radical ideologies in Europe. This raises the need for regular revision
and tightening of laws to ensure that the same cannot be attempted in India.



The formation of National Security Guard regional hubs in the aftermath of 26/11 is a welcome step to neutralise
future terrorist strikes. However, recent attacks indicate that the reaction time to a terror strike is likely to be of
the utmost essence in minimising casualties. There is, therefore, a need for specialised police teams to be trained
and organised in every state to act as first-responders.



The nature of threat that groups like the IS represent is transnational in nature. Therefore, the momentum
created in the aftermath of the Paris attacks must be carried forward to strengthen the “coalition of willing” to
improve intelligence sharing mechanisms, reduce time for processing information requests, strengthen
countering the finance of terrorism measures, and facilitate the extradition of hate mongers from their chosen
place of immigration. The example of Sikh and Kashmiri groups in Europe and Canada is a case in point.

Attacks by home grown terrorists is a threat that has proved its nefariousness in the recent past. This is likely to be
expanded through volunteers encouraged to undertake lone wolf attacks. It is therefore important to undertake
suitable proactive measures to limit the potential damage that can be caused by such attacks.
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Topic: Various Security forces and agencies and their mandate
Q) Employing army resources for civilian works is an acknowledgement of civilian
institutional failure to the larger public and also has long-term costs. Comment. (250
Words)
The Indian Express
Introduction :- Indian Army is used in many works of civilian institutions like maintaining law and order situation,
helping and rescuing people in disaster etc.
It is required owing to the fact that Army personnel are rigorously trained in handling crisis situations, it is resource
rich, can be mobilized quickly, have superior expertise and enjoys a wide public trust.
The examples like in 2016, the government had asked army engineers to make a pontoon bridge in the Yamuna flood
plains for a mega event of Sri Sri Ravi Shankar, in 2010, when a foot-bridge fell days before the Commonwealth Games
in Delhi, the army engineers came in to erect a bridge in double-quick time, the army also makes pontoon bridges
during the Kumbh mela, and to restore communication in inaccessible areas after natural disasters, the recent
announcement of using army engineers to construct three railway footbridges in Mumbai shows increased
dependence of government on Army.
However Employing army resources for civilian works is an acknowledgement of civilian institutional failure to the
larger public and also has long-term costs :

The immediate calling of Army in crisis situations and transfer of control of situation to it shows subjugation and
underestimation of civilian institutions to tackle the situation for example rioting conditions like Dera Saccha
Sauda Chief arrest protest.



Frequent restoration to use of Army strengthens people’s faith in them and weakens their faith in civilian
institutions and creates an impression that Army is more capable to handle such crisis compared to civilian
institutions. It reinforces the belief that only the army can provide an effective substitute.



Besides forestalling a badly needed reappraisal of civilian institutions, it is a trend which holds potentially
negative consequences for the delicate balance of civil-military relations, if extended to other spheres of
governance.

An unthinking diversion of the armed forces for routine civilian tasks seems highly affordable but has long-term costs
for the country. The government should remember the lessons from the 1950s and hence take steps to shun such
practices. Efforts to upgrade, train and regularly inspect civilian institution’s capabilities must be taken.

Q) It is widely agreed that the Indian Air Force is well short of the fighter planes
required to mount an effective offensive if war is imminent. Discuss the roots of the
crisis and options IAF has to address its shortages. (250 Words)
The Indian Express
Post-Independence, Indian Air Force (IAF) had played prominent role in war spanning from First Kashmir war to Kargil
War to Atlantique Incident.
But according to different defence analysts, today IAF is short of the fighter planes required to mount an effective
offensive.
Number of Squadron have declined


The number had declined from once 42 in 2002 to 33 in 2016

Tejas not successfully replaced other single engine Aircraft viz MiG21


Till date India have inducted only 5 Tejas (operational)

No Fifth generation Aircraft:


China and US with possess Fifth generation aircraft and India still struggling with Fourth generation Aircraft
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This is undeniable that IAF is struggling with Combat jet which is essentially required t to counter our hostile
neighbour.

The root of the crisis for such short in Combat jet are:
1. Missing the target



The requisite number is yet to be commissioned.
LCA is not par with double engine jet vis-a-vis range, flytime etc.

2. Reluctant to proceed for fifth generation


India finds its uneconomical

3. Defense expenditure


Hovering around 52 billion USD(China-150 billion and USA-620 billion USD)

4. Lack of proper coordination between administrative department. and IAF
5. Lack Indigenous capability to build combat jet


Even more than 50% components of Tejas are imported

In this backdrop, the option available IAF has to address these issues:


Aircraft to be built or assembled as part of the “Make in India” initiative through strategic partnerships with the
Indian private sector. For eg Lockheed Martin has forged a partnership with Tata



Generous allocation for double engine Aircraft.



HAL need to speedup for Time-bound commission of Tejas



Proper coordination between Administrative department and IAF: steps like establishment of INDU, CDS etc



Defense Acquistion Council need to rethink on its decision on acquisition of single jet aircraft



Though partnership with Russia on Fifth generation Aircraft is uneconomical but is essential to counter China’s
J20

Thus, preponderance of China in SCS, Indian Ocean etc, Pakistan possessing F-16 makes it indispensable for India to
fill the gap in IAF which is required to mount an effective offensive if war is imminent.

Topic: Role of external state and non-state actors in creating challenges to internal security
Q) A meaningful and consistent dialogue between the union government,
interlocutors and separatists in Kashmir is sine qua non for establishing peace in the
Kashmir Valley. Comment. (250 Words)
The Hindu
Introduction :- The Kashmir issue is very complex and is compounded by many pulls and pressures of political parties
at the Centre as well as the state levels.
The path of Kashmiriyat, Jamhuriyat and Insaaniyat need to be followed. This means, dialogue is the only practical and
humane option the Government of India has to control the situation in Kashmir in both its internal and external
dimensions. Internally, the government should initiate talks with all the stakeholders, including the Hurriyat, in Jammu
& Kashmir. Externally, India should conduct talks with Pakistan to agree on a final settlement of the Kashmir issue, as
mandated by the Shimla Pact of 1972. There is no military solution to the problem, either in it’s internal or external
dimensions.


Civilian casualties are something that could change the mood overnight, and therefore should be avoided by
every means.



One should not get into working a ‘package’ for Jammu and Kashmir as some of the issues could not be resolved
(by it) and hence would hold back other positive actions.



Government should get some of the ‘do-ables’ done right away and others can be negotiated later.
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The coalition government of the Peoples Democratic Party and Bharatiya Janata Party should demonstrate that
they are alive to the aspirations of the people of the three regions of the state and could fulfil them.



Such genuine dialogue between Delhi and J&K would be appreciated by the international community and would
silence the Pakistani establishment as any of their tricks could further damage their reputation.



India should maintain that Pakistan has no role at all in Kashmir affairs, and, hence, it would not negotiate with
it on this issue.



If there is no let up in its export of terrorism across the border, there must be well deliberated retaliation — both
diplomatically and militarily.



Each action of Pakistan should be well documented and publicised before any retaliatory counter action is taken.



Consistent policy of talks with the Kashmiris and a stick for the Pakistanis would prove effective and productive
in the long run.

Q) Is global instability from proliferation and weaponisation of nuclear weapons
imminent? Examine the measures taken and the challenges that exist to ban nuclear
weapons. (250 Words)
The Hindu
Introduction :– Nuclear proliferation is the spread of nuclear weapons, fissionable material, and weapons-applicable
nuclear technology and information to nations not recognized as “Nuclear Weapon States” by the Treaty on the NonProliferation of Nuclear Weapons, commonly known as the Non-Proliferation Treaty or NPT. Proliferation has been
opposed by many nations with and without nuclear weapons, the governments of which fear that more countries with
nuclear weapons may increase the possibility of nuclear warfare (up to and including the so-called “counter value”
targeting of civilians with nuclear weapons), de-stabilize international or regional relations, or infringe upon the
national sovereignty of states.
Nuclear proliferation and global instability :States with nuclear weapons are now engaged in efforts to modernize their arsenals to be useful for decades to come.
Many other states are being increasingly indulged in brinkmanship policies as can be seen from the policies of North
Korea.


The U.S. is considering building smaller nuclear weapons to target buried facilities.



Pakistan has tested nuclear weapons that could be deployed on the battlefield.



Russia may be developing new, intermediate-range missiles in contravention of an arms control treaty with the
U.S.



India has been deploying nuclear weapons on new submarines.



China is fielding new long-range missiles with multiple nuclear warheads.



North Korea is racing to test and field a scary array of nuclear missiles.

All this suggest an increased risk and threat to global stability.
Measures taken in order to ban nuclear weapons :

The U.N. General Assembly’s very first resolution on Jan. 24, 1946, discussed how to abolish weapons of mass
destruction. Ever since, activists, NGOs, governments and the U.N. have been relentless in putting in place planks
of an increasingly sophisticated normative architecture to limit the spread of nuclear weapon technology,
materials and arsenals.



At the centre of the effort lies the NPT itself. But additional planks include the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty
(CTBT) following earlier successes in proscribing atmospheric and underground testing; the Nuclear Suppliers
Group set up after India’s testing breakout in 1974; various regional nuclear weapon-free zones that cover the
southern hemisphere and extend to a limited extent into the northern hemisphere in Central Asia and Mongolia;
the Proliferation Security Initiative; etc.
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In addition, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) acts as the U.N.’s nuclear watchdog to ensure
compliance with non proliferation obligations.

Challenges which exist in banning nuclear weapons :

One hundred and twenty-seven states have signed the NPT and said with common voice that their security is
directly threatened by the 15,000 nuclear weapons that exist in the arsenals of nine countries, and they are
demanding that these weapons be prohibited and abolished. However many of the nations have not signed and
opting out of it.



Treaties will close only a legal gap with regard to nuclear weapons by making it unequivocal that no state has a
legitimate claim to possess, build, test, deploy, use, or threaten to use them. However their implementation and
actual adhering needs a strict regulation. Many countries violates the treaties secretly.

Way forward/ steps required :

The nuclear-weapon States possessing the largest nuclear arsenals bear special responsibility for nuclear
disarmament. They should continue to reduce drastically their respective nuclear arsenals on the principle of
irreversibility.



All the nuclear-weapon States should renounce the nuclear deterrence policy based on the first use of nuclear
weapons, undertake unconditionally not to be the first to use nuclear weapons and conclude an international
legal instrument to such effect.



All the nuclear-weapon States should commit themselves unconditionally not to use or threaten to use nuclear
weapons against non-nuclear-weapon States or nuclear-weapon- free zones, and a relevant international legal
instrument should be concluded.



The nuclear-weapon States concerned should undertake to withdraw all the nuclear weapons deployed outside
their territories.



All the nuclear-weapon States should support the efforts to establish nuclear-weapon-free zones, respect the
status of those zones and assume the relevant obligations.



The nuclear-weapon States and the non-nuclear-weapon States concerned should forego the “nuclear umbrella”
policy and the practice of “nuclear sharing”.



The Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) should be observed in full and in good faith. Those
countries which have not yet acceded to the NPT should do so without delay and without conditions, so as to
make the treaty truly universal.



The states which have not yet signed and ratified the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT) should do
so as soon as possible, so as to promote the early entry into force of the CTBT according to the treaty provisions.



A universal and verifiable fissile material cut-off treaty (FMCT) should be negotiated and concluded.



On the basis of the above-mentioned efforts, a convention on the complete prohibition of nuclear weapons
should be negotiated and concluded.

Topic: Challenges to internal security through communication networks, role of media and
social networking sites in internal security challenges,
Q) India’s homeland security will be better served by basic fixes in India’s law
enforcement system rather than by the deployment of sophisticated technology and
weaponry. Comment. (250 Words)
The Wire
Introduction:


India has been striving to attain advanced weaponry and modernize the forces through bilateral ties and through
state-funding of research. Initiatives like Crime and Criminal Tracking Network have been advanced.



This is American brand of dollar-driven, technology-obsessed, biometric profiling-based Homeland Security
architecture won’t work in Indian context.
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Issues with technological and weaponry view of India’s internal security
Higher budget


India can’t afford that sort of budgetary expenditure.



But even if we could, the hard reality is that this vast multi-religious, multi-ethnic nation of ours cannot be secured
and protected or policed in the way the US has been.

Domestic diversity and ethnic conflicts


Unlike America, India is not that kind of nation, not that kind of homeland, not that kind of neighbourhood.



Our history, geography and political economy make us different from the US and unresponsive to the American
way of doing things.



We have around 170 million Muslims who are being targeted as a community and if even a tiny fraction of them
were to totally lose trust in the state machinery and start doubting their worth as citizens of this country and
radicalise, they would end up as a threat not just to India, but to the whole world.

Hostile neighbourhood


India has a hostile nuclear weapons state as a neighbour that is perennially consumed by its own internal political
permutations and combinations and slowly spinning out of control.

What needs to be fixed in law enforcement system?
Low conviction rate of anti-terror laws


Anti-terrorism laws in India have a conviction rate of less than 2%.



More often than not, the law enforcement agencies are using them a means of putting inconvenient people away
without bail for a long time and eventually letting them go.



When the Terrorist and Disruptive Activities (Prevention) Act (TADA) was in operation between 1985 and 1995,
the maximum arrests under the law were effected in Gujarat, a state where there was not even a single case of
terrorism during that period.



Thus investigative system needs to be strengthened.

Accountability of Police


India’s tryst with counter-terror strategy is not merely about technology.



It is about accountability of the police as the most visible arm of the Indian state and their competence as the
first responder as well.



Raising more and more armed battalions and sanctioning more funds won’t solve the problems on the ground.

Police reforms


State governments are in no hurry to implement the famous Prakash Singh judgment that is the Supreme
Court 2006 directives on police reforms.



As long as chief ministers and their cabinet ministers can use the carrot of lucrative postings and post-retirement
sinecures and the stick of one-line transfer orders, they are under no obligation to take the police leadership
seriously.



Low Police to Population ratio, lack of professionalism, legacy of colonial police with least sensitivity for the
society are other critical issues with the Police.

State of Judiciary


Judiciary is also grappled with issues such as huge backlog of cases, low judges to population ratio, poor quality
of judges and frequent adjournments, which needs to be tackled.

Role for society


The role for society should be explored. For example in a country like India with informal
relationships, community policing can play an important role.
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Topic: Role of media and social networking sites in internal security challenges, basics of cyber
security;
Q) With the advent of new age digital and social media, fake news has pervaded all
spheres of life, political, economic and social – with negative implications. What
measures need to be taken by various stakeholders to combat fake news menace?
Discuss. (250 Words)
The Hindu
Introduction:Fake
news is
a
type
of yellow
journalism or propaganda that
consists
of
deliberate misinformation or hoaxes spread via traditional print and broadcast news media or online social media. It
has pervaded all spheres of life, political, economic and social – with negative implications.
o

On November 8, 2016, India established a 2,000-rupee currency bill on the same day as the Indian 500 and 1,000
rupee note demonetization. Fake news went viral over Whatsapp that the note came equipped with spying
technology that tracked bills 120 meters below the earth. It had created much fear with already looming rumors
about demonetization.



In July, 2017, News18 India published a photograph of a flag alleged to be the Pakistani flag being raised
over Uttar Pradesh. The story caused widespread outrage in India, but the flag in question was revealed to
actually be a green Islamic flag, not the Pakistani flag.

o

The Muzaffarnagar riot in Uttar Pradesh happened as a fake video went viral and people charged with emotions
attacked people and property.

Measures need to be taken:

Using algorithms :- Algorithms are part of what spreads fake news. From an algorithmic perspective it’s possible
for social media sites to recognise that website was only created two weeks ago, therefore it’s probably likely
that this is a less trustworthy site



One of the steps is the enlisting of the International Fact Checking Network (IFCN), a branch of the Florida-based
journalism think tank Poynter. Facebook users in the US and Germany can now flag articles they think are
deliberately false, these will then go to third-party fact checkers signed up with the IFCN.



Innovative measures like one started by facebook that Facebook is to step up its efforts to fight fake news by
sending more suspected hoax stories to fact-checkers and publishing their findings online must be encouraged.



Government needs to enhance their capabilities of cyber infrastructure and cyber human resource in order to
tackle the fake news in time and in totality. Responsible vigilance, legal taping and filtration, watch of social media
circulations are required



Individuals should use their discretion instead of herd following tendencies to just forward the sensitive things
and spread tensions.

The lack of uniform guidelines, regulation and policy regarding such fabricated content needs to be addressed urgently.
Considering the rapid penetration of mobile phones and the rise in use of social media in India, the dissemination of
fake news is no longer a problem limited to the online world, especially because it has political, social and economic
ramifications on the ground. Technology is always value neutral. It’s use by humans institutions determines it’s
usefulness so it’s very much required to minimize the negative impacts of fake news through steps like mentioned
above.
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